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SCANELECTIONS

T

he LUSU Sabbatical elections
2007 commenced on Monday
26th February in the Minor Hall.
All the candidates took to the stage
in what proved to be an exciting, yet
lengthy, evening.

would be met, with more attention paid towards
college sport in student periodicals rather than
focussing on BUSA. Marenghi went on to speak
purposefully about his plan to raise more money
for the A.U. through fund raising, as well as plans
to reward clubs for their hours of training.

The ﬁrst candidate up was Mark Appleton for the
position of Athletic Union President. Appleton is
currently chairman of Lancaster University Cricket
Club, the University’s Tournament Secretary
and also helped organise last years Roses. Top
of Appleton’s list of proposals is the notion of
improvement of the interface between College
sport and University sport. In terms of dealing with
sporting expenses, Appleton suggested increased
A.U. funding to support individual players. A ﬁnal
pitch was an outline to further encourage overseas
students to participate in sporting activities.

Matthew Keppie, the third candidate to hust,
talked about his involvement with the Fencing
team as Men’s captain and President. Keppie
spoke of the need to listen equally and fairly to
all A.U. clubs and each College and felt that the
A.U. had previously underachieved in its aims.
Keppie focused on the need to get more students
involved in sport and spoke of advertising both
George Wyatt and Carter Shield outside of
college bars. Speciﬁcally he would improve the
tennis facilities on campus and would ensure the
Sports Centre rebuild was fair to students and
not just a cash cow.

James Marenghi, Inter-College Chair was the
second candidate. He is currently on the Roses
Executive, captain of Bowland College Pool Team,
and has competed in the Roses competition
as a pool and squash player. Marenghi elicited
various plans to ensure student’s sporting needs

As the Women’s Ofﬁcer candidates took the
stage, Cat Smith, standing for re-election, was
the ﬁrst to speak. She wanted to continue the
women’s liberation campaign that she has worked
towards this year, both upholding the policies that

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

she has implemented and introducing new ones.
Smith stressed the importance of making female
students feel safe at night and wants to start a
‘Take Back the Night’ campaign, and aims to set
up an equal work for equal pay campaign for
both students working part time and graduates
seeking full time employment, providing advice
packs for ﬁnal year students.
Next to the stand was ﬁnal year student Laura
McGhee. In addition to continuing the work of
the current Women’s Ofﬁcer and her campaigns
of the Women’s Bus, Self Defence classes and
Women’s group, she also explained how she
would endeavor to engage in campaigns for Equal
Opportunities. She spoke of her plans to support
female students with young children; with her
intention being to ease the effect on mothers
by providing a play scheme for children. Plans to
produce a booklet for women on sexual health
were also put forward, in the hope that increased
awareness of Breast, Cervical and Ovarian
Cancer could be achieved. She also expressed
her wishes to continue her contribution to the
work of the “Vagina Monologues”.

Continued on page 2.
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THE RACE CONTINUES...
therefore partly responsible for the ﬁnances
of the organisation. Mr. Sharman believes
he is “responsible when it comes to other
people’s money.” His policies included societies
representation, having a Societies’ Ball and
tackling student apathy. He was a strong believer
in the e-voting system and that Extravs and the
Purple Card need to be looked at.

Wom en’s Ofﬁce r
The next position was the uncontested post
of Education and Welfare and standing was exGrizedale President Chris Cottam. Cottam’s
main policies consist of engaging the whole
student body as well as JCR executives,
encouraging their involvement and awareness
of the current including ‘Easy Tiger’, ‘Student
Safety’ and ‘Lancaster Says No’. Cottam stressed
the importance of raising awareness in order to
improve the effectiveness of such campaigns, and
voices his belief in more library funding, better
health facilities on campus, more computers and
better communication between students and
their faculties. Finally, Cottam put forward his
belief in the need for a post-graduate sabbatical
ofﬁcer. He felt that as graduates play an active
role within the University, and therefore ensure
they have sufﬁcient representation.
Following this we moved to the post of General
Secretary where ﬁve candidates are running
for the position. Matt Carey was ﬁrst up and
believes he has necessary experience for the job,
as he is currently Societies’ Council Chair. He
has also brought accountability to the Societies
Council Executive through the use of a steering
committee and other ideas. Carey was previously
a LUSU Block of Six Ofﬁcer during which he
represented the average student and more
speciﬁcally the average Pendle student because
at the time felt Pendle were under represented
on various issues. He was also Pendle General
Secretary where he helped in the organisation of
college wide events.
Next up was Tom Sharman, currently studying
for his second undergraduate degree. Last year
Sharman was Pendle College Social Secretary
and is currently a Block Of Six Ofﬁcer. The
General Secretary is a trustee of LUSU and

John Smith was third and stressed his desire to
represent students so that they have a continued
voice throughout the university. He said that
he would be the best candidate for the job due
to his offer of 100% commitment. Smith drew
upon his extensive experience at college level as
evidence for showing how qualiﬁed he would be
for the General Secretary’s job. He stated how
his position as Lonsdale president, as well as being
partly responsible in their move to the South
West campus, had given great responsibility.
Rachel Lewis, former CRO, wants to look at the
Purple Card and its offers outside of Lancaster.
She intended to review the College Christmas
Ball ticket prices and will try and push for
discounts for JCRs. She is a former Social
Secretary of Pendle College and was part of the
organisation of successful Extravs and Freshet’s
weeks on a JCR that was recognised by the SCR
for its success.

A Pa cked H usti ng

s

student speech. Secondly, he wishes to become
a part of the decision making body of the Union,
and ﬁnally believes this role to be a good place
for the beginnings of a career in journalism. He
commented on his two years working with SCAN
as having been ‘fantastic’, and also has experience
of writing for such publications as NME.

After what seemed like an eternity the ﬁnal
candidates for the position of LUSU President
took the stage. Hetty Wooding who has been
involved in JCR’s as well being a Disabled
Student’s Representative was the ﬁrst to
address the masses. Having chaired the Equal
Opportunities Committee and also sat on a
committee for the move the new County bar.
Wooding is also currently a LUSU Block Of Six
Ofﬁcer. Her aim was to make Freshers aware of
who’s representing them as soon as they arrive
by possibly postering and wants to continue
the ‘Lancaster Says No’ campaign. She did not
make any promises as she said the next sixteen
months cannot be predicted though she did
want to promote coherence and continuity of
Lancaster campaigns especially in their creation
within LUSU so that they are clear for students.
Second to speak was ex-Fylde President, Tim
Roca, who started by promising decisive action.
Roca intends to make sure that LUSU Business is
a means to an end, making sure that their proﬁts
are redirected back to making student’s needs
priority. Roca claimed that the union had a duty
to ‘defend the interests of all students’ He went
on to say that we as a University have suffered
many disadvantages due to bad management
and unfortunate decisions in the last few years,
including top-up fees, unﬁnished rooms and the
postering debate to name a few. He believes
we can combat this through believing change is
possible.

Third up was Christian Wakeford, who
acknowledged the work done by the current
editor, however admits he has not actually
written for SCAN. Before University he’d helped
to construct leaﬂets and magazines and his main
aim if elected would be to get inter-college
sport, news and a forum within the paper to get
more college related articles in. He also wanted
to include more university news by involving
articles on Union Council and other parts of
Student Politics.

Educ ation an d We lfa re
The ﬁnal candidate for the position of General
Secretary was Jackie Bowen who started
by saying how, due to the Colleges, JCR and
Union; University had been three of the best
years of her life. Her work on a JCR allowed
her to develop communication, team building
and listening skills. This role had also given her
experience of organising social events, which
included off campus trips to Liverpool and the
Christmas Ball. Miss Bowen also vowed to act
in the best interest of the students and to bring
societies to the forefront of university life, whilst
raising awareness of the Student’s Union and the
collegiate system as a whole.
First up for the position of SCAN was Tom Leslie,
running because he wants to do something that
he sees as a start of a career in journalism. His
experience includes being Editor of Furness
magazine ‘Baby Furst’ and therefore has relevant
design experience. He wanted to slightly freshen
things up but likes SCAN the way it is with regard
to the existing editorial team set up, but wants
to try and include a wider range of the student
body and to broaden the articles creating a more
diverse experience.

Ge ne ra l Se creta ry

this role as Editor. He offered three reasons for
why he deserves this post; ﬁrstly he believes
SCAN to be an integral part of student life and
he intends to ‘keep it alive’ and make it a place for

Next was current music writer Joe Beech. He
described himself as being “passionate” about

Will Thacker ﬁnally spoke on why he is the man
for the job. He would ﬁrstly like SCAN to be
‘better’, more entertaining, more engaging and to
act as a ‘mouthpiece for students’. He has varying
experience; editor of a ‘sixth-form’ magazine, and
written for a local newspaper at home as well as
the Lancaster Guardian. He proposed increased
recruitment of writers for SCAN, this being
particularly aimed at international students,
in order to create a wider range of students
writing. He also expressed his plans for more
‘news in brief ’ rather than what he claimed to be
the current ‘long winded articles’, and to include
more national sport within SCAN.

SCA N Ca ndidates

Athletic Unio n
The last candidate of the evening was Tom
Halstead who spoke on a range of issues including
the University Management and the ‘Lancaster
Says No’ campaign. He also wants to protect the
college bars and the collegiate system in general.
Halstead felt he had the experience necessary
as he was formerly Bowland JCR President and
his experiences can only help him in becoming
a good Student’s Union President. He continued
saying that the Union should be more transparent;
therefore he wants to publicise the Union’s
meetings and create transparency within these
meetings so that every student knows what’s
going on and when. He wants to be a President
who is part of a team that changes the way the
University looks at student representation in
Lancaster.

To find out more about the
sabbatical elections, visit www.
lusu.co.uk/elections. Use your
vote, Thursday Week 8 in your
Porter’s Lodge or library foyer for
Graduate students.
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CAMPUS NEWS IN BRIEF
NUS Delegate Results

A

fter a week of Candidate worry
the line up for this year’s NUS
National Conference Delegation
was realised within the Union. The
lucky candidates taking a trip to sunny
Blackpool to represent you are, Dave
Greenshields, Becky Heard, Cat Smith,
Dan Ratcliffe and Michael Payne.
They will be travelling to the home of such famous
sites such as the “Big One” and will be voting on
your behalf on important student issues including
the current state of Venezuelan Trade Unions.

College Bye-Elections

D

ue to recent complications within
their respective JCR’s from the
pressure of the extra work that
comes with being part of a college’s JCR
Executive both Furness and Lonsdale
colleges are undergoing Bye-elections
alongside the upcoming Sabbatical
Elections. Nominations have already
closed and hustings have already taken
place and all the candidates are currently
in full swing of their campaigns.
Within Furness the position of Chair has come up
for grabs and with it all the glorious responsibilities
of helping to organise the elections within the
college and across the campus, along with calling
and holding the JCR meetings and General
Meetings. Within Lonsdale the position of Social
Secretary has been vacated and the job of running
and organising the socials for the college and also

the general support of the entire JCR Executive.
So all that remains is to remind the members
of those two colleges, as well as the rest of the
student population, to Use Your Vote on Thursday
Week 8.

How Student Friendly
Are You?

T

he annual Student Friendlies are
taking place again this year. The
aim of the Awards is to encourage
businesses in Lancaster to invest in one
of their most important assets; their
student customers and employees.
Graeme Poulton, LUSU General Secretary, said:
“Students matter to local businesses and the
Student Friendly Business Awards are the key to
ﬁnding out which businesses matter to students.”
The Students’ Union is currently asking students
to log on to http://www.studentfriendlies.co.uk
and put forward their choices for all categories in
the competition.The awards ceremony will be held
at Lancaster House Hotel on Thursday 21st June
2007.

One World Week

O

ne World Week is a celebration
of both the diversity of world
cultures and the common bond
between ourselves and others. It brings
people together over many issues; social,
political and environmental and allows
communities to discuss and consider
these.

Lancaster University will be holding One World
Week across campus between the 12th and 18th
of March. During this week there will be a variety
of events and speakers concerned with different
aspects of our ‘one world’, helping everyone here
to celebrate their place within it.
Though some of the activities and timings are not
fully conﬁrmed it looks set to be a very exciting
week in which everyone should ﬁnd something to
enjoy or interest them. So keep some time free and
be on the look out for more information closer to
the time.

I

V-C Pay Rise!

n last week’s Times Educational
Supplement it was revelaed that
Lancaster University Vice-Chancellor
Paul Wellings receives a whopping
£175,000 per year.
In a time where both the University and the sector
claim to be entering into a period of ﬁnancial
hardship, the average national rise in wages for
Vice-Chancellor’s was 7.9%, an average of a £12,000
increase per year. This information is released only
weeks after the University considered not replacing
the Pendle College Licensee.
LUSU President Sooz palmer said: “£12,000 is
equivalent to four years at University for an
undergraduate, the majority of a postgraduate
sabbatical ofﬁcer and 95% of my salary. Although
I’m sure the VC didn’t give himself this rise directly
I’m convinced we can all consider more prudent
and worthwhile ways to spend this money.”

UNION COUNCIL: WHATS HAPPENING?
Tony Barron
News Editor

T

his is going to become a regular
feature in SCAN news as we
think that the general student
population need and want to have a
better idea as to what actually goes on
inside of their Union. So to help with
this, every fortnight one member of the
news team will attend Union Council and
report back on what was spoken about
and relay it in brief back to you guys.
The last meeting of Union Council was held on
February 15th 2007 and was due to start at 6:00pm,
however the meeting didn’t start till ten minutes
later due to timekeeping issues. Once it began,
they passed the minutes of the previous meeting
held a fortnight before then passed another set
of minutes from a meeting, Finance and General
Purposes Committee, the majority of people in
the room however were not actually a part of
the committee. This was then followed up by the
Information and Questions, aka what we’ve been
doing by the Sabbatical Ofﬁcers and also Green
Ofﬁcer who volunteered his.
The Sabbatical I&Q’s were very simple, most having
commented that with the ill fated referenda on
Women’s Ofﬁcer now ﬁnished they were moving
forward to concentrate on the organisation
and ﬁnal stages of the Sabbatical Elections 2007.

Dave Greenshields, Athletic Union President, also
mentioned that he was trying to work up various
sponsorship ventures for Roses 2007.
The meeting then pushed on into the main agenda
opening with a presentation on the status of LUSU’s
retail ventures by the LUSU Business Development
Manager Jo Hardman. He said that LUSU Retail had
made a proﬁt this quarter and that all the proﬁt made
was put straight back into other LUSU ventures and
departments to better the student life at Lancaster.
We then moved onto the main item on this weeks
agenda the issue of postering on campus. The
University want to smarten up campus and remove
the ‘poster-blindness’ that many students suffer
from when walking around campus.Their proposed
solution is to erect over one hundred A3 poster
boards around campus, plus some A0 ones in the
Underpass and therefore monitor and reduce the
amount of posters around campus.
At this meeting the latest draft of the new regulations
was brought before Union Council to be either
passed and taken on for further discussion with the
University or rejected saying that as a Union we
like things how they are. After brief words from Jo
Hardman and the LUSU Genl Sec Graham Poulton
outlining the ideas the debate ensued. With various
opinions, questions and comments coming from
all sides of the room it lasted well over forty-ﬁve
minutes, it seemed that everyone had something to
say on this matter. With information being brought
in from the Societies Council chair, saying that as a
whole Societies Council had an indicative vote ‘for’

the motion. The LU Cinema President saying that
they had installed their own similar boards and it had
increased turnover for them and made publicity a lot
clearer. Comments were then made to the style of is
one poster per section of campus enough?
The whole discussion was then brought to a rousing
halt by Tim Roca, Union Council Chair and focussed
the attention of council back on the fact that
postering is a form of free speech at Lancaster and
gives students a chance to express their views about
anything they want to and ending postering would
end that. He commented that it would “do away
with forty years of history and tradition on campus”
and that it isn’t fair to vote on it as there is “no true
student consensus” on the matter. He closed by
saying urging council to “not be the Union Council
that does away with Free Speech of students.” From
here the debate quickly came to a vote and although
it was very close, the regulations were rejected by
council and will no doubt be rethought.
Council then continued by passing the LUSU
afﬁliation list for 2007-08 and ratifying the Cartmel
College constitution.This was followed by ﬁnalising
the amendments of Lancaster’s motions to NUS
Conference. A motion regarding whether or not
the Non-Sabbatical Union Ofﬁcers should have
hoodies was then brought forth which was followed
by passing the Sabbatical Ofﬁcer job descriptions
for the coming elections. From here more minutes
of various meetings were ratiﬁed and then council
was closed until the 22nd February when the fun
will continue.

28th February 2007
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LUSU
AFFILIATIONS
2007/08
As outlined in the LUSU Constitution, here
are the LUSU Afﬁliations for the ﬁnancial year,
2007-2008.
Advice UK
All England Netball Association (AENA)
Amateur Fencing Association
Amateur Rowing Association
Amateur Swimming Association (Northern
Counties)
Association for Managers in Students Unions
(AMSU)
Badminton Association of England
British Canoe Union
British Federation of Film Societies
British Korfball Association
British Mountaineering Council (BMC)
British Sub Aqua Club
British Students’ American Football Association
British Taekwondo Federation
British Ultimate Association (Frisbee)
British Universities Karate League
British Universities Sailing Association
British Universities Sports Association (BUSA)
British Universities Swimming League
Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG)
Council for International Students
County Netball Association
Disability Alliance
English Basketball Association
English Hockey Association
English Volleyball Association
Karate Union of Great Britain
King’s Ski Club
King’s Ski Club Dry Slope League
Lancashire County Netball Association
Lancashire Football Association
Lancaster Hockey Association
Lancaster District Women’s Aid
Lancashire Squash Racquets Association
Lancaster & District Multi Agency Domestic
Violence Forum
Lancaster & Morecambe Referees Society
Lancaster Golf & Country Club
Lancaster & Morecambe Table Tennis League
Manchester & District Rugby Union Referees
Society
Mature Students Union
Mid Lancs Hockey League
National Association of Student Money Advisers
National Association of Student Employment
Services (NASES)
National Nightline
National Post Graduate Committee (NPC)
National Union of Students (NUS)
North West Counties Squash League
Northern Universities Netball League
One Parent Family
Royal Life Saving Society
Royal Yachting Association (RYA)
Rugby Football Union (RFU)
Rugby Football Union for Women (RFUW)
Squash Rackets Association
Student Assembly Against Racism
Student Press Association
Student Radio Association UK
Student Rugby League
UK Council for Overseas Students Affairs
(UKCOSA)
Youth Hostels Association (YHA)
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H

ow many Lancaster University
students have ever given matters
of campus security any serious
consideration? Upon arrival at Lancaster
ﬁrst year students are informed of the
indemnities in place and how he/she can
protect themselves against injustices.
Yet amidst the frenetic atmosphere of
Fresher’s Week; no doubt these general
safety and security talks fell upon deaf
ears. Immediately then students are
placing themselves at a disadvantage, in
that they are not actually aware of the
security policies the University has in
place.
It is this lack of awareness which Tony Evans,
Head of Security, seeks to eradicate. Mr. Evans
suggested that current security programmes
were falling short in terms of alerting people’s
consciousness to the threat of crime on campus.
At present the predominant security initiative
is Campus Watch. In an attempt to ‘Maintain
a safe and secure environment at all times’,
Campus Watch operates in a similar fashion
to neighbourhood watch schemes-Lancaster
University Security Department works in
conjunction with porters and students to report
and prevent crimes.
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JOBS...

ou can register online with the
JobShop using your lusu card
number at
www.lusu.co.uk/
jobshop . New vacancy email alerts are
sent out to registered students.

Do you have any language skills? Research Assistants
carrying out a mystery shopper project are required
for Intersperience (they have an ofﬁce on campus).They
require a vast range of languages and are interested in
hearing from anyone, who is native to a Portuguesespeaking country in Africa, e.g. Mozambique, Angola,
Cape Verde, i.e. who speaks native Portuguese with
that particular accent. We are also looking for native
speakers of the following Southern African countries:
Botswana, Malawi, Namibia, South Africa and Zambia.
For further details please call in to LUSU and check
out the JobShop vacancy board. Rate of pay approx.
£6 - £8 per hour.
Seasonal Towpath Rangers required for British
Waterways. Towpath Rangers are required to deliver
a mobile service (using a bike) to their customers
along the Lancaster Canal.You will assist with licensing
enquiries ,offer general info about British Waterways
and help with conducting the annual customer survey.
You should have previous experience of working in
a customer facing role, be educated to GCSE level
and be able to ride a bicycle. To apply, send your CV
to Paul Johnson, Waterside House, Waterside Drive,
Wigan, WN3 5AZ or email paul.johnson3@britishwat
erways.co.uk Closing date: 9TH March.
Part time Bar staff required for The Lounge, Lancaster.
You would be required to work approximately 15
hours a week. You must be ﬂexible, and available to
work some weekends and late shifts on a rota basis.
£5.35 per hour with over time rates paid after 3am.
Previous experience preferred but not essential.
Training will be given. To apply telephone 01524
555999 or call into the Lounge on Marton Street,
Lancaster for an application form.

Despite the apparent rationality and simplicity
of the scheme, Mr. Evans is concerned that not
enough students know the scheme exists, ‘In
principle the scheme should be effective, but
how many students are aware of it in the ﬁrst
place?’ Unless one was to access the Security
Department’s homepage via the internet, they
may not know exactly what it was and how it
operated. The problem does not appear to be in
the reporting of crimes (as the wealth of statistics
provided later in this article shall prove), but in
the prevention of them.
Tony Evans is therefore proposing a new scheme
which will see LUSU and the Security Department
teaming up to deliver more direct message to
students regarding security. This is likely to in the
form of a pamphlet or ﬂyer to be distributed in
kitchens and communal areas. The message of
the handout will be highlighting obvious issues
which although apparent are often ignored i.e.
locking doors and leaving valuable possessions
out of sight. Should we not be receiving a more
severe message though?
Mr. Evans thinks not. As with any university which
has such a large density of students, crimes will
be committed on campus; it’s an unavoidable fact.
However, in comparison to other universities
many students fail to realise how safe terms
the campus is. This is precisely why Mr. Evans
is worried-Lancaster students could becoming
complacent. A look at crime ﬁgures suggests
complacency could become a problem. Perhaps

unsurprisingly theft is the most common crime
that is reported to security.
However this is by no means to say that it is rife,
last year for example only 37 cases were reported.
Compare this to ﬁgures for Loughborough
University, who in 2005 had 73 reported
incidents of theft. Due to their ubiquitous nature,
a large proportion of Lancaster’s crimes relate
to bicycles, with 12 cases of theft and damage
reported last year and just one so far in 2007.
Furthermore, cases of assault are also extremely
low; (although this is not to detract from the
seriousness of individual cases) only 7 cases
were reported throughout last year and just 3
this year. So with such minimal crime ﬁgures,
Mr Evans’ message is clear: remain vigilant and
remember that no-one has the ability to foresee
a crime so do all that you can to prevent yourself
becoming a victim.
Should one ﬁnd themselves a victim, a recent
incident that occurred in Lonsdale College
highlighted the correct way to act. On the 9th
of February an incident was reported at 3:20am
by a student who had been the victim of abuse
by a group of youths in a car.
The victim reported the incident and managed
to take a photo of the car and the number plate.
With this information the car was able to be
tracked down by 4:30am and the three youths
found asleep in the car were duly reprimanded.
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DEAR

“PRICEY DISCO”
Dear SCAN,

“RE: HOMELESS”

with their own research than students.

T

he ‘Homeless’ article on the
front page of SCAN last week
suggested that there had been
an ‘unforeseen error’ in the housing
arrangements for next year.
The new arrangements for housing sign ups for the
2007 academic year were agreed following a detailed
review by a working group on housing allocations.
This group consulted widely and included College
representatives as well as LUSU sabbaticals and
members of staff. The recommendations were
made in good faith, on the basis of the best
information available at the time.
All members of the group believed that the new
system would offer much more ﬂexibility to
students, allowing them to sign up at the time that
was right for them, rather having to make a decision
in early January. There has been good feedback
from students about the improved ﬂexibility.
A guarantee of accommodation was offered to
second and third years who signed up by the end
of February. The reason for this was to dissuade
students from making a hasty decision about their
accommodation. When making the decision to
offer the guarantee, account was taken of the level
of sign-ups last year and the need to allow for a
safety margin.
Sign-ups have been higher than predicted. Some
ﬁrst years are therefore likely to be housed offcampus. There is plenty of time to arrange good
quality housing for them. Any students housed off
campus will not have a guarantee of accommodation,
and no students will be ‘homeless’ as implied by the
article.
The University’s ‘Ofﬁcial’ Response

“ARTS DEGREES- A
WASTE OF MONEY”
Dear SCAN
h at last, someone who has
discovered that arts degrees at
Lancaster are, in short, a total
waste of money. I now have a grand total
of ONE hour a week contact time, and
have to drive a considerable distance for
the ‘pleasure’. My tutor is on sabbatical
and will not respond to emails, and many
other ‘lecturers’ are far more concerned
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I’d strongly recommend arts and humanities
students to go elsewhere, if more than a reading
list of irrelevant literature is desired.
Anon

“RE: DISAPPOINTING
DEPARTMENT”
Dear SCAN

H

ello there friends. I’d like to tell
you a story. Be warned however
because this story contains
graphic scenes of gross incompetence
as well as superb indifference. I am a
member of a certain department in
this university of ours (the very same
department that was mentioned last
week in fact) which had a meeting with
staff and course representatives about a
week and a half ago.
For the purposes of this meeting our
representatives contacted us, the students, about
any concerns we had. I, for one, e-mailed back to
tell of how I have not yet received one piece of
coursework back despite one item being handed in
before the Christmas holidays. This item and more
were brought before the meeting and discussed.
As a consequence we received an e-mail from our
undergraduate secretary informing us that any
coursework we had handed in before Christmas
would now be available on the Monday of week ﬁve.
Departmental guidelines state that lecturers have
four weeks of term time to mark coursework and
this was slightly over which narked me considerably
considering the penalties that are inﬂicted on us as
students for minute-late essays.
The worst was yet to come. I, considering our
department’s previous records, failed to believe
that any work would be available at that point, my
friend however obviously had more faith and went
to check.
There was nothing of ours available for collection. It
didn’t bother me overly as I was informed by a little
sheet outside the undergraduate secretary’s ofﬁce
that my ﬁrst piece of work was available on the
Tuesday. So, off I trotted to campus, nervous about
getting my ﬁrst piece of third year coursework
back only to ﬁnd that Tuesday had been scribbled
off the board and Friday written in its place. Friday.
FIVE weeks of term time and NINE weeks in total
(oh but of course we can’t expect lecturers to give

I

felt compelled to write to scan in
regards to recent events within
the LGBT community which have
caused me to cast serious doubt
upon those who are representing our
community and our rights.
I am a huge supporter of the LGBT committee
and the work which they do within the
university although which was reﬂected in my
prior involvement in LGBT activities. Despite
this, I was slightly dismayed at the increasing
economic cost of Club Juicy which more than
doubled up to £9 during Lancaster pride week.
I was not alone in my opinion, many students
who I know through juicy were also miffed by
such an increase in cost. I know that hiring a
celebrity and live bands incurs a cost, yet at
the same time we are entitled to disagree with
the decisions that are made by those on the
committee. After a year of working on Pendle
JCR, I am aware of the importance of listening
to the student body and working towards full
student representation. As a consequence, an
internet group was created in order to allow
us to voice our concerns. I must stress that the
group was not created as a form of attack, nor
was it designed to sabotage the event.The group
was designed so our voice to be heard.

and vigour with which the LGBT committee
members reacted towards the group with three
prominent committee members telling us that
our beliefs were wrong. The argument and
bickering which ensued, forced me to close the
group before conﬂicts escalated further.
As an elected body, the LGBT committee
are responsible for representing the LGBT
community, not for oppression and the attack
of free speech. I ﬁnd the LGBT committee to be
highly hostile and unwilling to listen to the voice
of the student community. As a consequence,
myself and several others no longer feel
comfortable attending LGBT events which
were primarily designed to provide a safe and
comfortable space for LGBT students.
I was glad to see that soon after these events,
that a new social was created to allow any
disagreement with committee action to be
questioned. I only hope that attendants are not
shouted down as the LGBT committee believes
itself more than capable of doing. Calling the
social “Time For Change” couldn’t be more apt,
as this is precisely what the committee must do
before further alienating the gay community.
Lots of love from
Karl “with a K” Wilson

What shocked me was the aggressiveness
up their own time for their jobs, no, they leave
that to the real teachers in primary and secondary
schools).
To say I was angry was an understatement. More so
because I knew there would be no repercussions
for any of the lecturers or seminar tutors in that
module as there would be for a student who handed
work in late. So I have been lied to twice; ﬁrstly
by the departmental rules which they seems to be
able to pick and choose which ones to observe and
secondly by the undergraduate secretary who told
us the work would be available on Monday.
I wouldn’t mind if the lecturers had a full timetable
of teaching all week but I get a pathetically measly
six hours a week of contact time. It might be nice
for recreation but I came here to be taught and
get a good degree. It’s not even like all of those six
hours are worth attending; the overlap is simply
astonishing - just looking at one module I can see
seven aspects that I have covered either in ﬁrst or
second year work, another module is the same. It’s
time this department stopped banging on about it’s
research credentials and started focussing on some

teaching, otherwise it will drop down the league
tables and I for one, will not be sad to see it go.
I came to university expecting a high degree of
competence and caring from my tutors. I came
from a sixth form where I achieved nearly 90% in
my A-level for this subject (if you haven’t guessed
it already, you’re not in the department!) and to be
honest it has completely ruined my aspirations and
enthusiasm for it. Can I have a tuition fee refund
please?
Another Disgruntled Third Year

To submit a letter e-mail: scan@lancaster.
ac.uk or post it directly online at scan.lusu.
co.uk All letters must include name, address
and contact details but these can be
withheld upon request. Letters are printed
verbatim and should be kept concise. All
letters are the personal opinion of the
author and should not be taken to reﬂect
the views of the SCAN team, LUSU staff or
ofﬁcers.
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Not very good since 1867

Ask Dr. Squash

True or False?
T

he new Fylde residences
actually made from Lego.
Vice Chancellor’s Mum got
the wrong playset for Christmas.
construction was originally going to
pirate ship and a space station.
Dear Dr. Squash

Dear Confused Cartmel,

I don’t know what’s wrong with me. Every time I
try to do something good it ends up going wrong.
Last week, I wanted to cheer my girlfriend up so I
got a smily face tattooed on the end of my penis.
Unfortunately, she was so shocked at its red and
scabby appearance that she screamed and ran off
with my best friend. And the other weekend, I went
home to visit my parents and as I drove up to the
house I accidentally ran over the dog. My dad came
running out of the house, saw the dog, fell down
the front steps and broke his neck. Then my mum
came out and collapsed on the porch, causing a
giant ceramic pot to fall on her. Now I have no
girlfriend, no family and a cellar full of dead bodies.

Oh dear, it does seem like the fates have turned
against you. At least you didn’t kill your girlfriend!
But seriously, what you need to do is move to
China. Those guys are crazy superstitious, they’ll
undoubtedly ﬁnd something that’s lucky for you.
The colour red is lucky, the number nine is lucky,
dogs are lucky, cats are lucky, you could take a
shit on the ﬂoor and that’d be lucky too. But you
probably shouldn’t. Maybe try and get your girlfriend
back, using the old fail-safes like roses, chocolates,
weekend get-aways. And you might want to think
about burying your parents instead of just stashing
them in the cellar. My experience of corpses is they
get old, fast.

What can I do?

Best.
Confused, Cartmel

Dr. Squash

Do you have a question that you feel would be best answered by a phallus? If so, send your dilemma to
scanfeatures@hotmail.com, and we’ll ask the squash.

are
The
him
The
be a

If you successfully reach the top of the climbing
wall in the sports centre, you will ﬁnd a door to
Manchester’s coolest bar, Socio Rehab.
The television series LOST was actually based
on the experiences of the ﬁrst students to live in
South West.
The University’s logo, supposedly emulating the
chaplaincy centre, is actually the ancient Norse
symbol for ‘management school’.
When/if students from Pendle graduate, they are
turned into the rabbits that haunt the campus.

at all times.
If you read closely, there is currently a loophole
in the coursework marking system that not only
permits individuality, but encourages it.This is being
investigated by university ofﬁcials.
The seats behind the library information desks are
made out of important texts that the staff have
taken off the shelves for sport.
The college system is
part of a larger plan
to never have to
deal with the
administrative
procedures
of staging an
adequate
summer
ball.

As if by coincidence the University’s feminist
society is actually run entirely by men.
If you ever ﬂy over campus on a Wednesday, you
will notice it looks like a penis.
To make it seem like the University is more diverse
than it actually is all foreign students are instructed
to carry at least one full length mirror with them

Fylde College:
Made of Paul
Welling’s lego

Want to join the features team? scanfeatures@hotmail.com

One World Week is fast approaching
and there is quite a line-up...
What is it?
One World Week is a week long programme of student
led events across Lancaster University. Its mission is
to celebrate the global diversity that exists across the
campus whilst simultaneously raising the profile of global
environmental and social justice issues that impact upon us
all.

When is it?
12th – 16th of March with activities on the weekends as well

Themes:
Climate Change – Trucking with climate change – Confused?
Come and see the exhibit in Edward Roberts Court!
Social Justice and Anti-Slavery – It’s the bicentenary of the
abolition of slavery yet 12 million are still in slavery of some
kind.
Fairtrade – Fairtrade fortnight is here, help out and help the
Uni get the status.
Diversity – celebrate our diverse student mix

What’s Happening?:
Leo Hickman the Guardian’s Ethical Man
Alastair Humphries – Cycled around the world!
Jason Torrence – Transport 2000
Village Aid speaker
Homeless Action speaker
The Cartmel Fashion Show
And much much more...
Got an idea for an event? Want you or your society to get
more involved?
Come along to the OWW Committee, student led open to all
every Wednesday Chaplaincy Centre Lounge 4pm
The website will be updated soon:

www.lusu.co.uk/oneworld
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Understanding LURPS
characters. For certain actions taken in response to an event in the
story, dice are rolled to determine what will happen. Players can also
gain XP (Experience Points) that make their character stronger.

Craig Waling

W

hen I ﬁrst came to Lancaster I attended
Fresher’s Fair like everyone else. Everyone
was trying to get me to join their club,
society or cult and for a couple I signed right up. For
a few others I contemplated joining, but couldn’t be
bothered. But one, Lancaster University Role-playing
Society, (LURPS) I ignored outright. It’s not for me, I
thought. OK, I like sci-ﬁ, and I enjoy some geeky stuff
but roleplaying is just completely nerdy.
So, what is it that makes people want to join LURPS, over all the
other interesting societies? I asked one member what is so appealing
about role-playing. The ﬁrst thing he said was that its appeal lies in
escapism.
I found this a bit intriguing, since you’d think that loads of nutters
in the woods pretending to be medieval warriors wouldn’t be so
upfront about being detached from reality.

I was now ready to enter the world of LURPS, and went along to
one of their typical tabletop role-playing sessions. There were two
games of particular interest. One was a game which one member had
designed himself, and the other was a Star Wars based game. I love
Star Wars, and thought that this would be a good bet.
I had some trouble ﬁnding where the Star Wars game was. A friendly
chap wearing an England rugby shirt asked if I needed help, and I felt
embarrassed saying that I was looking for LURPS. After all, he looked
like a normal bloke, and I was admitting that I was looking for the
geekiest club on campus. He pointed me in the right direction, and I
sat down to see a Game Master giving a pep talk to some Jedi Knights.
Surprisingly, about 80% of the players were female. And what was
even more surprising was when the same bloke in rugby shirt joined
the group after 5 minutes. I didn’t think LURPS had any normal people

However, he also stated that ﬁlms, books and computer games were
also about escaping reality for a while. Where role-playing differs, he
assured me, is that you get involved and become the characters. Of
equal import is that your character can be anything you want them to
be. This was evident in one of the games I attended, which included a
butler proﬁcient in kung-fu, and a surgeon addicted to heroin.

or women. And here I was,being proven wrong.
The other game, however, was predominantly male, with only one
female member. The story involved the characters exploring a dome
on a barren alien world, and got complicated enough for the game
master to draw a map of it on the whiteboard. At the beginning
of the game, one player pulled out a bag full of enough dice to run
twenty casinos and handed them out. They were soon being used to
determine how successful attacks on enemies within the dome were.
It was quite surreal and I had a picture in my head of the carnage, as if
it were an action ﬁlm. Dare I say, I was actually enjoying it.
And I bloody well should be enjoying it. Probably because a roleplaying session lasts about four hours and includes no alcohol, as
drunkenness tends to detract from the game. Even the 24-hour roleplay social that was advertised was to be alcohol-free. 24 hours of
geeky fun with nothing but caffeine to keep you sane. Four hours was
a long time, but the players were prepared. Two litre bottles of Pepsi,
and multipacks of crisps were the way forward. All for four hours of
rolling dice. But role-playing seemed more interesting. It was probably
the plasma cannons, or the fact that you don’t slowly wait for one
player to crush everyone else by grabbing Mayfair, Park Lane and all
the stations. Instead, there is a team effort to beat the bad guys, and
you even get some good storylines.
I didn’t get to join the guys on one of their famous outdoor sessions,
but I was told that they are rather fun. You dress in funny costumes
and beat the shit out of each other with foam swords. And there’s not
so much emphasis on building up a character based on experience
points, which is the big problem with Dungeons & Dragons, or so
I’m told.

I was beginning to become reassured in thinking that they were
a strange bunch. However, I’ve heard that actor Vin Diesel plays
Dungeons & Dragons, and other role-playing games, proving that it
isn’t just for geeks. But then again, he is an actor so it might come in
handy.

I enjoyed spending an evening with LURPS much more than I thought
I would. They’re a friendly bunch, and they seem to share their own
oddball brand of humour. And role-playing is starting to hit the
mainstream now, so it’s worth a try! You don’t have to be a geek, but
it helps.

So I asked myself what the hell is role-playing? After a bit of research,
I found that the way role-playing works is that a GM (game master)
referees a game, telling a story, with present members acting as

A View from the Chaplaincy...

Through another gap, a young woman makes her escape from the
tyrants threatening her. The painting is not about destruction. It is a
very seventies, active, depiction of the desire to throw down walls that
imprison people and that create divisions between groups in society.
It says that what we learn here enables us to escape from dictatorship
of any sort and offer freedom to others. When it was painted society
and the University community particularly were deeply affected by
the spread of dictatorship across much of the world and especially
in Chile.
The painting is a bit dirty today. Splashed with beer and probably
much else as students have passed up and down the stairs beside
it, most people probably do not even notice it now. So is it worth
preserving? Does it have anything to say to us at all? Or is it just a

bit dated and rather embarrassing?
A neighbouring bar has been much in the news recently. With
incredible speed a whirlwind of rumour, accusation, suspicion sprang
from the discussion of one (important) college post to the question
of the whole structure of the University. Institutions of any sort are
vulnerable to this. The only way to avoid it is to minimise suspicion,
that make it clear that there is no hidden agenda, and to make all
discussion as ‘transparent’, as we say today, as possible. There are two
sides to transparency. There is a duty on the part of those with the
information to be as open as they can, but also a duty on the part
of others to do their best to listen to what is being said and make
an attempt to understand the other point of view. The danger of
rumour is that as it spreads the various parties retreat even further
behind the very walls that need to be broken down, and the respect
which is needed for communal discussion disappears.
The University is both a community and a network of communities
and within these communities people have different roles and different
amounts of power. But communities cannot work productively
through the exercise of power alone. The message of Christ and of
many other religious leaders and communities is that community can
only work if at the heart of it lies love. (Just stopping for a minute
to envisage the various groups involved the thought of love being

shared among them might seem a bit utopian if not disturbing.) But
we are thinking of the sort of love that comes from mutual respect
and a shared concern for the welfare of all in the community. In a
recent book Tobias Jones discovered that true freedom is found, not
in individualism, but in community, and that community is ‘a school for
sinners not a museum for saints.’
So here we are in our own ‘school’. Far from perfect, but with a
shared utopian ideal that we who make up this place, students and
all variety of staff, and those alumni who have gone before us, believe
that we still hold to the ideals of those who founded the university,
and those that inspired the painter in Grizedale Bar. A justiﬁable pride
in what we can and do achieve together, as colleges, as departments
and as a university as a whole, and that it has meaning for the world
not just ourselves.
Occasionally we need to take time out to reﬂect on the ‘love factor’.
Any good relationship needs work, listening, gentleness and respect,
and all of these lie at the heart of a good community. There are times
to be ﬁrm but that does not mean that the other virtues disappear.
And if you say “I don’t have time for ‘time out’”, you need to make
some. A good community needs its members to have time for each
other and quiet time for ourselves.
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Flemish Blond XX’ is not, as you might think, a
Belgian soft porn T.V. station, but the title of the
painting in Grizedale Bar. Its name comes from the
type of bricks in the picture, which rather prophetically,
are being knocked down in the painting. Through the
hole in the wall you can see the roof of the Chaplaincy
building, which is also the inspiration for the University
logo, which is important to what the painting is trying
to say.
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Don’t be my Valentine
Rachel Butler

V

alentines Day, (the consumerist
load of crap that it is) has
been and gone, leaving a few
unfortunate souls wallowing in the
unpleasant aftermath known as ‘I’m all
by myself’ syndrome.
For many, February 14th is a day of judgement.
People believe their marital status will be shouted
from the rooftops and stamped on their foreheads;
made public knowledge for all to judge. Moans of
‘nobody wants me’ and ‘I must be hideous’ echo
through the air - you’d think ‘smug marrieds’
actually broke into singletons’ homes purely to
point and laugh. Rubbish!
Personally, I have been rendered incapable of
controlling my own love life. I am no longer
allowed to look at a member of the opposite sex
without male friends sizing him up and sussing out
his strength should they ever need to deck him.
Female friends then decide whether a) the boy
is attractive, b) his social background is adequate
c) his future income looks stable, d) his cooking,
cleaning, driving and spontaneous romantic
gestures are up to scratch and ﬁnally, for e), its time
for the physical – trousers down, ﬂex those biceps,
bare those teeth.This leaves me cushioned within a
squishy waterbed of platonic, protective love. And
needless to say, ‘all by myself’. But ‘am I bovvered?’
At university, it’s the best way to be...

You can wake up after good nights sleep, get up,
shower, eat, gather your things and leave. Simple!
If you’re attached, you wake up often freezing cold
and squashed against the wall because at night your
other half becomes a quilt hogging starﬁsh. You
don’t want to actually get out of bed because you
want to stay cuddled up, and when you do, there’s
the chance you’ll be pulled back under the covers.
What a palaver. Who’d want that before 10am?
The ‘single’ shower consists of a blast of hot water,
a shampoo and a brush with some shower gel,
perhaps accompanied by an early morning singsong. Should you shower with someone else, that
simple routine becomes so much more...and then
there’s the whole issue of getting dressed. If you’re
successful, you always have to (or at least want
to) look good. The greasy haired, unshaven, scruff
bag Neanderthal look-alike isn’t perceived as sexy
in modern day society. But when you’re single, it
doesn’t matter because no one cares and you don’t
have to create the illusion that you’re perfect 24/7.
Come breakfast time, if you have to feed your lover,
you want to give the impression that you eat healthy,
well balanced meals, as opposed to slurping milk
from the carton and grabbing a packet of crisps to
munch on the hoof as you run out of the door. Plus,
if you’re a girl feeding a bloke, you have to toast an
entire loaf instead of your usual humble slice and
pour cornﬂakes into a mixing bowl to ﬁll the little
darling up so his tummy doesn’t rumble before 12.
A similar pattern where eating is concerned follows
suit throughout the day.
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Then, there is actually leaving the room/house.
We’ve all missed lectures to stay with a loved one.
But if you do manage to go your separate ways
(with or without a soppy ‘love and kisses galore’
goodbye), there’s the matter of communication
throughout the day. You have to keep your partner
happy in the knowledge you are safe and well every
couple of hours. Should you ring them to check
in, there follows the question of who will hang up;
the ‘no darling I couldn’t possibly hang up on you!’
malarkey. Singletons have none of that rubbish.
If you try to send a dirty text to your signiﬁcant
other in a lecture, be prepared to hear sniggers
from the row behind as they read aloud exactly
what you intend to do with a can of whipped cream
and a pair of handcuffs when the clock strikes ten
to. And on that note, I’ve heard many a horriﬁed
cry as someone a little too competent in speed
texting sends a message of questionable content
to a parent. If you don’t have anyone to send
naughty text messages to, there’s no chance of that
happening, thus you can remain an innocent little
angel in your parent’s eyes.
Unattached, throughout the day you can do
whatever you like (within reason).You have no one
to answer to, no one to moan at you, no one to
complain or disapprove. On the other hand, you
don’t have anyone you miss insanely when you’re
apart from them. Plus you don’t have to feel guilty
about picturing the hotty at the desk next to you in
the library naked; neither do you have to ignore the
gorgeous bum that keeps walking past you to the
printer. On a wider scale, you can arrange to jet off
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to teach in Africa or help build a school in Fiji for
three months and no one will batter an eyelid, or
leave you for your best friend.
Should you go out in the evening, doing so loverfree is miles more fun (and not because you can
be a complete ho, pulling twenty people and then
shagging some random in the doorway of a bank).
On getting ready, you won’t have a nagging voice
saying ‘you are NOT wearing that!’ or ‘what/who
are you dressing up for?’ Later on, when strutting
your stuff on the dance ﬂoor, you can let your
hair down and completely be yourself without
someone watching you and making sure no one
else is. Similarly, you won’t be responsible for those
ghastly displays of public affection. No one likes
being trodden on by people in a ﬂurry of passion,
sticking their tongues down each others throats
whilst you are moshing to Charlotte Church in The
Sugarhouse. I have actually seen people having sex
on a couch there before– they had to be torn apart
by a bouncer.Yuck!
To sum up – stay single. It’s great. (And I am in no
way bitter.)
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Boar-ing? Think Again
Simon Fogg & Hannah Lickert

An introduction to boars:

M

y appreciation for wild boars
began about a year ago when
I ordered a piece of one,
medium rare. I’ve always wanted a pig
for a pet, so knowing that boars not only
look cool, but taste rather good gave
them a high place on my list of awesome
animals (which consists of penguins and
meerkats).
I ﬁrst heard about Bowland Wild Boar Park when
a friend of mine brought home a leaﬂet because he
saw that they sold boar meat there. A household
trip was promptly arranged, then postponed.As part
of our new regular feature to highlight some local
alternatives to being a dickhead in the Sugarhouse, I
was more than willing to go see some Boars.

think that beef is an animal or that cows aren’t, so
maybe this clariﬁcation helps.
Boars:
Yes, the boars were magniﬁcent. We visited on a
particularly cold day, so a lot of them were seeking
shelter. One can only imagine the interior of the
huts these animals kept retreating into. Presumably
each one had its own hot tub, fully stocked bar and
egg chairs, and was impossibly bigger on the inside
than it appeared on the outside.
The wild boar-pimp-tardis; conservation in its
purest form. Some of the boars actually came up
to the fence to let us take pictures, and to wallow
in their superiority to their new human friends. As
you can see from the photo, they can’t help but look
digniﬁed, even if the little ones have racing stripes.
I bet they can hold their liquor too. Even though it
was fucking freezing, hanging out with these beasts
was possibly the best way I could think of to spend
a Thursday afternoon.
Alternative livestocks:
After the hedonistic thrill of the boars, we took a
tour of the ungulates, namely cows, donkeys, goats
and llamas. These cows were pretty pimpin’ as well,
with the kind of horns that make you want to buy
a hunting lodge just so you can adorn the walls
with them.

Travel:
Our only problem was getting there. I have a car and
satellite navigation, but the latter was not willing to
oblige. The park is situated in the remote village of
Chipping, somewhere near the forest of Bowland.
Therefore, the small box on my dashboard, and
its well spoken personality named Tom, promptly
directed us to a Tesco in the middle of Preston.
We wanted rolling hills and boars, not industrial
hell and ugly women with groceries, so we got out
the road map. Using boar-sense©, we eventually
found our nirvana. If you plan to visit (which you
do), it is far easier to reach from the back roads
which start behind our university. Make sure you
have a big map and lots of petrol.
Food:
If you have such a jolly time ﬁnding the place as we
did, then a stop in their café is probably wise before
you head out among the creatures. Although they
weren’t selling boar steaks that day as I had hoped, I
did feast upon a rather tasty boar burger. Now, this
is where my conscience tries to step in. As I see it, I
appreciate all aspects of some animals. I enjoy their
ﬂavour, as well as their cuteness.
However, I can’t say that selling boar meat at a
boar park is sending out the right message. ‘Hey
kids, come see our boars! Feed them! Pet them!
Savour their ﬂesh!’ As an adult with a twisted sense
of humour I can enjoy eating an animal before
admiring it in its natural habitat. Nevertheless some
children might get confused. Still, kids today either

We didn’t get too near those, but instead were
distracted by a goat that had broken free from its
pen and clattered up to us, proceeding to mount
ﬁrst Simon and then me. After it realised we were
neither prospective mates nor food-carriers, it left
us alone, and we passed on to the llamas. Llamas
are incredibly amusing, engaging creatures, most
rightfully celebrated in everything from Monty
Python to Disney ﬁlms. They mate for at least half
an hour, hum to communicate, spit at people/fellow
llamas by hocking up residue from their three
stomach compartments, and its mating call is called
an ‘orgle.’

Them were
the days...

a small child say “It just pooed on my hand!”
We were instructed to sit down on hay bales and
were handed a baby’s bottle of milk, which the lamb
wrenched right out of my hand as soon as it got
hold of it. Simon had a more manly go, and the lamb,
which downed the milk in about 60 seconds, then
threatened to go AWOL in the park if we didn’t
direct it back to the pen.
After this, we didn’t know how much more
excitement we could take, and it was bloody cold,
but we still took the time to buy a postcard, get
chased by chickens and go on a fruitless search for
skunks.We also returned to the llamas and sexuallyfrustrated goat, armed with a little cup of food for
each of them. Suddenly Simon and I seemed much
more attractive, and they almost inhaled our hands
trying to get at the really quite unnappealing brown
pellets we had. One of the three llamas decided
to practice its impressive spitting technique into
my hair when we ran out of food, which naturally
I took as a compliment, even when I found llama
phlegm in my fringe four or ﬁve hours later.
Our fond farewell:
The car-journey back was absolutely stunning,
through wisps and ﬂakes of snow, to the melodic
screams of SOAD. The surrounding countryside
is just south of the Trough of Bowland, and is as
gorgeous as any Lord of the Rings shot. We also
passed a comically solitary phone box by the
road, and reﬂected that we should
probably take 20p and call our
mothers, because we had
met the love of our lives:
Bowland Wild Boar
Park.

WAY BACK WHEN
ON THE MISSOURI
POST
Mark Twain is away...

S

o! Sabbatical elections are afoot!
I remember back when I was a
student in Missouri, I ran for

‘Publications Editor’ but lost out to
three-legged boy named Harris. It was
a sign of the times.
Skip forward a few decades and one is I’m sure
worried by the apparent far-reaching plague of
student apathy. As I write, AU President has two
nominations, SCAN Editor none, and everything
else just one.
Whilst this lack of interest in Sabb positions
should perhaps worry us, more bothersome still
is the recent failure of the referendum to even
reach quorum. A chat to a friend the other day
revealed that, whilst the level of student apathy
disgusted her, she had not managed to vote
herself.
Students may not be apathetic but they do very
much seem to be lazy. I’m really not sure that a

The feeding...
After this, I took a trip to my countless summers
in Cornwall, with lamb-feeding. One of the men
working there had obviously registered the
childlike rapture on mine and Simon’s faces
at the mention of bottle-feeding
lambs and holding chicks, so he
took us to another barn, where a
party of more appropriately aged
school children were ﬁghting
over little tweeting balls of
ﬂuff and taunting baby
lambs. I fought my way
through bobble-hats
and runny noses
to a big basket of
chicks, and carefully
picked one up (I think
it was called Chirpy),
cooing all the while. It looked
around my cupped hands and
eventually into what frankly
must have been a terrifying sight of my
giant face split by a delighted grin.Then I put it back
in the basket with Chirpies 1-17, after overhearing

scan.lusu.co.uk/features

student without classes on Election Day would
bother to come onto campus just to vote. Think
differently? Then prove me wrong!
Maybe this ‘text voting’ is the way forward. I’m
sure with everything new and fangled there’s
some unavoidable problem with it though.
Students must be shown how each and every
decision has the potential to change their
university experience, for the worse or the
better.
The Missouri Post, in my humble opinion, went
quickly downhill when I failed in my campaign,
and whilst I’m sure SCAN, or indeed LUSU, will
not suffer such a fate, students should realise that
a great number of decisions made by the LUSU
Sabb team affect them hugely, if not directly then
certainly indirectly.

Simon Fogg looking curiously
look a Bond Villain. (Although
obviously riding a boar.)

So, dear students, get involved with this year’s
elections, just make sure you know exactly what
you’re supporting, who you’re supporting and
why. I’m sure the wonderful people who have
been brave enough to run will not be nearly as

Are you a little bit strange? Do you like a few glasses of absinthe before
embarking on all kinds of tomfoolery? If this sounds like your kind of gig, then
join SCAN FEATURES! scanfeatures@hotmail.com For people like you!

ridiculous as that bastard Crane, and if they are,
at least they care, even if it is about the lack of
decent shoe shops in town.

scan.lusu.co.uk/features
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Weird Lancaster
Weird Dan Investigates Some Supernatural Seamen

safely on the shelf. The broken glass had apparently
just appeared. Perhaps our mariner has a taste for
the old Black Sheep?

Weird Dan

T

he Three Mariners pub of Old
Bridge Lane is reputedly the
oldest pub in Lancaster, and is
one of the few pubs in the country to
boast an upstairs beer cellar. A bit of
DIY and a change in management led
to its clinching the prestigious CAMRA
Lunesdale ‘Pub of the Year’ award in
2006. But it is also famous for attracting
the odd supernatural regular.

I asked Roy if he knew of anything untoward before
he took over. He said he had been informed by
a local ‘ghost tour’ operator that one previous
landlord had woken in the upstairs ﬂat one morning
to discover a thick ‘plague of ﬂies,’ which suddenly
disappeared before his very eyes. Almost like a
scene from Candyman, but with ﬂies. I wanted to
call this article ‘Landlord of the Flies’ on the strength
of this, but as it’s merely a rumour I feared it would
have less solidity than a good old fashioned pun on
the word ‘seamen.’

From outside, the pub exudes an ‘oldly worldy’
atmosphere, at complete odds with the garish
modern ﬂats to its right. Surrounded by thick twists
of ivy, its quaint lead laced windows immediately
set the scene. But the scene for what? I arranged a
meeting with landlord Roy to ﬁnd out.
Roy has lived in the pub for three years, and in his
time has seen a few odd goings on indeed. Just two
years ago, a friend’s little boy was playing on the
dark stairs to the left of the bar. Hearing screams,
Roy and friends went to his aid. They found the
poor lad in hysterics.When he ﬁnally calmed down,
he pointed to a spooky painting of three shifty
looking mariners, which still hangs to the right
hand side of the bar. The child swore blind he had

Photo by Jen Dugdale
seen one of the old sailors treading down the stairs
towards him. I asked Roy if he knew anything about
the painting itself. He said that according to various
customers the mariner in question had once been
a regular in the pub. Weird.

Another strange incident occurred around the same
time. Up in the cellar, Roy keeps two empty glasses
on a shelf for sampling his wares. On one occasion,
he entered the cellar to ﬁnd a glass shattered on
a barrel. Thinking one had simply fallen off, he was
shocked to discover that both glasses were still

Fortunately for Roy, there have been no major
disturbances since the pub was refurbished two
years ago. Either the ancient mariners aren’t too
keen on the new décor, or they’ve simply sailed
to new shores. He does, however, still hear the
odd creak in the night, and occasionally comes
downstairs to ﬁnd things out of place. I asked if
he was bothered by this, but he didn’t seem to be.
He did, however, confess that the glass incident
‘creeped him out’ a bit.
So next time you’re on a pub crawl and you notice
a man in a cloak and a triangular hat be warned. It
might be the mariner. Even worse, it might be an
Adam Ant tribute act...

SABBATICAL
ELECTIONS

VOTE THURSDAY WK8
IN YOUR PORTER’S LODGE OR
LIBRARY FOR GSA STUDENTS
www.lusu.co.uk/elections
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LUSU
SABBATICAL
ELECTIONS
2007
WHO’S WHO AND WHY SHOULD YOU VOTE FOR THEM?
EVERY STUDENT AT UNIVERSITY IS BOUND TO RUN INTO SEVERAL ELECTIONS DURING THEIR TIME. SABBATICAL
ELECTIONS ARE TAKING PLACE ON THURSDAY WEEK 8 AND ARE ARGUABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT OF THE YEAR. YOU
VOTE FOR SIX ELECTED OFFICERS WHO ARE PAID TO REPRESENT YOU FOR THE YEAR. IN THIS SPECIAL PULL-OUT,
YOU CAN FIND OUT WHO IS RUNNING FOR EACH POSITION, WHAT THEY PROMISE YOU, AND WHY YOU SHOULD BE
MAKING SURE YOU USE YOUR DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO VOTE THURSDAY WEEK 8.

WHAT IS A SABBATICAL OFFICER...AND WHY SHOULD I CARE?
THE SIX-PERSON SABBATICAL TEAM ARE THE CENTRAL STUDENT OFFICERS OF LUSU. THEY ARE EITHER CURRENT
STUDENTS OR RECENT GRADUATES WHO TAKE A YEAR OUT TO WORK AS PAID, FULL-TIME OFFICERS OF THE UNION.
THEY HAVE A MAJOR EFFECT ON THE DIRECTION OF LUSU AS WELL AS REPRESENTING STUDENT VIEWS TO THE
HIGHEST LEVELS OF UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT. CONSEQUENTLY, IT IS CRITICAL THAT IN THESE CROSS-CAMPUS
ELECTIONS YOU MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS AND ELECT OFFICERS THAT YOU ARE HAPPY TO HAVE REPRESENT YOU.
VOTING IS YOUR WAY TO MAKE AN ACTUAL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE, WHETHER IT SEEMS
OBVIOUS OR NOT. VOTING GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. YOU NEED TO ELECT THE RIGHT PEOPLE
TO REPRESENT YOUR RIGHTS AND THE VIEWS YOU HOLD.

HOW DO I VOTE?
ON THURSDAY WEEK 8, SIMPLY GO TO THE POLLING STATION IN YOUR COLLEGE PORTERS LODGE OR THE LIBRARY
FOYER IF YOU ARE A POSTGRADUATE STUDENT. YOU WILL HAVE TO TAKE YOUR LIBRARY CARD AS ID. YOU WILL BE
GIVEN BALLOT PAPERS. LUSU UTILISES THE SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE SYSTEM TO ENSURE FAIR VOTING THAT
TAKES ACCOUNT OF VOTER PREFERENCES. ONCE YOU HAVE MARKED YOUR PREFERENCES ON THE BALLOT PAPER,
JUST DROP IT INTO THE BALLOT BOX AS DIRECTED. POLLING STATIONS RUN FROM 10AM-6PM. IF YOU MISS THIS
THERE’S A CENTRALISED BALLOT BOX IN THE LUSU BUILDING BENEATH SPAR FROM 6PM-8PM, SO ANYONE WHO
HASN’T HAD A CHANCE TO VOTE YET CAN CAST THEIR BALLOT THERE.

WHAT IS ‘SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE’?
RATHER THAN SIMPLY PLACING A MARK NEXT TO YOUR PREFERRED CANDIDATE ON THE BALLOT, LUSU USES THE
SYSTEM OF SINGLE TRANSFERABLE VOTE (STV) IN WHICH CANDIDATES ARE RANKED IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE.
THIS MEANS THAT IF YOUR FAVOURITE CANDIDATE DOES NOT WIN, YOUR PREFERENCES AMONG THE REMAINING
CANDIDATES ARE STILL TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. VOTERS MARK THEIR FAVOURITE CANDIDATE WITH A ‘1’,THEIR
SECOND-FAVOURITE WITH A ‘2’, AND SO ON UNTIL EITHER THEY HAVE NUMBERED ALL CANDIDATES THEY WISH
TO VOTE FOR. VOTERS DO NOT HAVE TO VOTE FOR ALL CANDIDATES. AT THE CLOSE OF THE ELECTION, A WINNING
QUOTA IS CALCULATED BASED ON TOTAL NUMBER OF BALLOTS CAST. AS EACH CANDIDATE WHO FAILS TO REACH
THE QUOTA IS ELIMINATED, ALL OF THEIR VOTES TRANSFER TO THE NEXT PREFERENCE ON THEIR BALLOTS UNTIL
EITHER ONE CANDIDATE REACHES THE QUOTA OR THERE IS ONLY ONE CANDIDATE REMAINING.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION ON CANDIDATES?
FOR FULL DETAILS OF WHAT EACH CANDIDATE PROMISES HEAD TO THE ELECTIONS WEBSITE WWW.LUSU.CO.UK/
ELECTIONS TO READ THE FULL MANIFESTOS AS WELL AS WATCH VIDEO MANIFESTOS BY EACH CANDIDATE. IF YOU
SEE ANY CANDIDATES AROUND, FEEL FREE TO GO TALK TO THEM!
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TIM ROCA

TOM HALSTEAD

LUSU PRESIDENT CANDIDATE

LUSU PRESIDENT CANDIDATE

Degree Course: History and Politics

Degree Course: English Literature

Why are you running? I’m sick of seeing students pushed
around. Town bars doing offers of £1 a pint while campus bars
rip off students. A proposed 8% increase in rents when inﬂation
is 3%. Rent deposits from £140 in 2005 to £190 in 2007. The
college system neglected and belittled. That’s why I’m running.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
Defending student interests by ﬁghting unfair rent increases, deposit increases and price rises
not just on University Committees. I’m not afraid to use direct action as a last resort if student
interests are seriously at stake. I won’t take unnecessary risks but I won’t back away from tough
decisions. It’s not just about defending student interests but ﬁghting for better facilities and an
appreciation of student needs. For bigger better Extravs. People won’t begrudge a couple of quid
on the price of a ticket for a far better event.
Greatest Asset? Probably experience. I’ve been a JCR President and have held several positions
within LUSU not just on a JCR. So I have a good insight into how the University operates.
Greatest Weakness? Being a little too frank. I’m not afraid of disagreeing with people no matter who
and hope if people disagree with me that they will say so. Good decisions come from honest debate.
Plans After Graduation? Have no life plan drawn up really post graduate study maybe
though quite fancy doing some travelling. All depends on this election!

HETTY WOODING

Why are you running? I’m running for the position
of LUSU President because I want to represent the views
and opinions of Lancaster University students to the ever
charming management and to the NUS. I want to continue to
be a constructive part of this Union. This position is the one from
which I feel I would be able to achieve this most effectively.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? I will continue the strongly
campaigned ﬁght against the lifting of the cap on fees through campus-wide awareness publicity
and by joining forces with other universities. I will keep harassing the University management
about rent prices through College and Residences. An issue I feel particularly strongly about is
the promotion of issues raised in Union Council. I will publicise far more clearly when and where
Council is going to happen; this body is open to all members of our union and yet there’s a veil of
mystery and elitism that really needn’t be there.
Greatest Asset? Probably that I stay affable and positive even when I am up against it. I will do
anything and everything I can to help out.
Greatest Weakness? Currently still smoking.
Plans After Graduation? Hopefully somewhere nice where student debt doesn’t exist. I’d
quite like to win the lottery as well. Wouldn’t we all?!

JAMES MARENGHI

LUSU PRESIDENT CANDIDATE

A.U. PRESIDENT CANDIDATE

Degree Course: Theatre Studies

Degree Course: Criminology

Why are you running? I’m running for President because to
put it simply I want to represent students. I care about making sure
students are listened to by the University. I’ve spent three years working
on this ﬁrstly on a JCR and then for the past two years as a Non-Sabb.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
Primarily I want to ensure that Lancaster students get the best deal possible in
every situation. I think there should be greater publicity so that when freshers arrive they know who their
sabbatical ofﬁcers are and they are there to represent them.This also applies to union wide campaigns which
I think there need to be more of.
Greatest Asset? My ﬂexibility and ability to adapt to situations is my greatest asset. I’ve demonstrated
my ﬂexibility through taking on a wide range of roles since I came to Uni.This ability to adapt is key to
the role of president as it allows me deal with issues effectively as and when they arise.
Greatest Weakness? Perhaps my greatest weakness is that I always trust people are being
honest and straightforward. However, I’ve learnt from experience that this isn’t always true and to
question people’s motives.
Plans After Graduation? Theatre studies doesn’t directly lead into any speciﬁc jobs so I’m hoping
to do an MA in Photography. I am hoping to combine theatre and photography by working taking
rehearsal photographs.

MARK APPLETON
A.U. PRESIDENT CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Geography
Why are you running? I feel the experience I have gained
from being Chairman of the university cricket club and my role as
Tournament Secretary for the University has provided me with the
skills required to fulﬁl what is essentially an administrative role. Being
tournament secretary has given me a hands on role in organising major
events such as Roses and this experience makes me believe I am the best
person for the job.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? My overall aim is to continue to
advance the cause of representative sport at a university level. These are some of my ideas to do this.
To improve the interface between college sport and university sport by giving college sports reps more
responsibility to the whole university not just their college. To increase AU and individual club funds to
reduce the overall cost of playing sport and to show people we do take our sport seriously. To increase
the number of overseas students in sports teams by giving such students who are already in teams more
responsibility thus attracting more people to join.

Why are you running? I have always loved sport and
have really enjoyed my last 2 years being involved in A.U. sport
and the Inter-College system here at Lancaster. The position
has always appealled to me because of its involvement with the
sporting areas at the University and I feel I have a lot to give back to
the system that has added so much to my experience here.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? Understanding
the limitations on ﬁnances and facilities for our sports clubs I feel that those clubs who give more
should recieve more. If I were to be elected I would work closely with the sports centre and clubs to
see which of these deserve the amount of time available to them and be ﬂexible on their hours if they
are not attending sessions. Campaigning for extra funding for our teams as well as encouraging elitism
with our A.U. clubs are just a couple of ways to help continue our climb up the BUSA rankings.
Greatest Asset? I believe that my determination to achieve the very best that I can helps me
strive to succeed in each aspect of my life with the view that second is not good enough.
Greatest Weakness? Whether it’s playing in a team or just supporting a team the feeling of
losing hits me quite badly because if anything I become too involved in the event.
Plans After Graduation? I have always wanted to be in the Police force, ideally in the CID
department although continuing in sports coaching has also interested me.

MATTHEW KEPPIE
A.U. PRESIDENT CANDIDATE
Degree Course: BSC German Studies & Computing
Why are you running? I feel I would be able to beneﬁt
Sport at the University and I’m very enthusiastic to offer my
ideas and abilities to LUSU. I want to be the voice for athletes
within the University.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
Be fair and equal to all clubs and individuals by not placing any one sport
above another and to help the under-represented sports by publicising e.g. individual events.
Increase participation in sport in general and in inter-college e.g. by investigating why more people
don’t get involved. To Lobby the University to improve the facilities available , in particular the new
Sports Centre, and to improve the University’s attitude to the marketing of Lancaster as a sporting
venue. To win Roses & Lancashire Cup!
Greatest Asset? Very organised person, I have 2 years experience of being on a club exec so I
understand the needs of Clubs when dealing with the A.U.

Greatest Asset? My girlfriend said it is my legs. Determined , very competitive, decisive (which I
feel the AU is in need of) and a strong leader.

Greatest Weakness? At times I can be too much of a perfectionist – want everything done
yesterday!

Greatest Weakness? My competitiveness often becomes overly competitive.

Plans After Graduation? Intending to study for a master’s eventually working in the mobile
technology industry - quite possibly going back to Germany after enjoying my year abroad!

Plans After Graduation? I have always thought of teaching or maybe the Police force.
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JOHN SMITH
GENERAL SECRETARY CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Politics
Why are you running? I believe I’m the best person
for the job and will bring something refreshing to the role. I’ve
had a lot of experience both with LUSU and College JCR’s and
have a good idea of what the students expect from their general
secretary. I want to take my experience and ensureit’s used in a
way that means LUSU is doing exactly what its students want.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
My policies include continuing efforts to bring in e-voting for elections, campaigning for more
space for societies trying to reduce the price of Christmas ball tickets with out down grading the
events, support of postering where YOU want to and to continue the great work done in bringing
more fair trade choice to Lancaster students. My main policy is ensuring that I listen to what YOU
want the Union to do and to make sure that everyone is represented. I’ll do this by getting out and
speaking to the students and asking whether they’re happy with what LUSU is doing.
Greatest Asset? I’m very approachable and friendly and I have the experience needed.
Greatest Weakness? When I become passionate about something it’s sometimes hard to let
go. Especially if I know it’s something you’re passionate about as well.
Plans After Graduation? Hopefully when I graduate I’ll be you’re Gen Sec and working for
you; After that I’m not too sure I’ll see what life throws at me.

JACKIE BOWEN

RACHEL LEWIS
GENERAL SECRETARY CANDIDATE
Degree Course: History and Politics
Why are you running? I am running because I am annoyed
at student apathy. I want to save postering on campus from the
threat of the University. Society issues. The Purple Card, I have
the experience of JCR and LUSU and the knowledge which means
I have all the requirements for the job and more.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? Due
to my election knowledge and experience I want to be the Gen Sec to ﬁnally bring in e-voting.
Working with SUEC and the Societies Union Ofﬁcer to make sure relevant issues are discussed
and dealt with as soon as they occur. Create awareness of the threat to postering and work to
a feasible compromise. I want a Purple Card to give more beneﬁts for the money and make sure
the price doesnt increase. Make use of the Joint JCR Social Sec Committee to create more social
events which can involve the whole University, and so the colleges can work together on the big
events such as Fresher’s Week, Christmas Ball and Extrav.
Greatest Asset? : Independence. I have never relied on anyone or anything and have always
worked towards any goal i have set for myself.
Greatest Weakness? Not engaging my brain before it escapes from my mouth.
Plans After Graduation? First I want to be Gen Sec...then go to China and use my TEFL to
teach for a year then it depends what I fancy....

MATT CAREY

GENERAL SECRETARY CANDIDATE

GENERAL SECRETARY CANDIDATE

Degree Course: Theatre Studies & English Lit.

Degree Course: Law LLB

Why are you running? I am running for general secretary
as I have a real passion for student politics. I think I could do
a fantastic job of representing and addressing the needs and
interests of students and could make a positive difference to
both the Union and the University itself.

Why are you running? I am running because I think
I am the best candidate for the job as I have been actively
involved both in the college system and in LUSU. I am currently
Societies Union Ofﬁcer and a society president which gives me an
understanding of the job but also enables me to understand what a
society needs from LUSU.

What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
I would address the issue of societies; raising the proﬁle of student interests
and activities and giving them much needed space and funding. Secondly I would look at College
Extravs trying to make them bigger and better and also introducing more student friendly bars
to the LUSU Big Night Out. I also aim to tackle voter turnout and student apathy. This would
be achieved by close communication with students to address their needs in terms of these
issues and effective liaison with Societies, JCRs and LUSU. Also, the success of these policies are
contingent on being both a great general secretary and an outstanding sabbatical ofﬁcer.

What are your policies and how will you achieve them? Some
of the issues I will have to address are: a possible ban on posters I will work hard to ﬁght
this only reaching at a compromise if necessary and if it in the best interests of the students.
I will aim to increase the effectiveness and efﬁciency of the purple card ensuring that students
gets their full worth for instance they should be able to use this card nationally. I will look into
introducing electronic voting but this would need to be secure and safe to protect the interests
of democracy.

Greatest Asset? My greatest asset is my communication skills and approachability as I ﬁnd it
easy to both talk and listen to people.

Greatest Asset? I think my greatest asset is the experience I can bring to this job I have
experience of positions of responsibility at every level at College, Union and society level.

Greatest Weakness? Probably my competitiveness but this can also be a strengh as it drives me to succeed.

Greatest Weakness? My height...this means I will need a step ladder to reach any shelves in the ofﬁce!

Plans After Graduation? Most probably into a career in teaching or a profession which lets
me deal with people hands on.

TOM SHARMAN
GENERAL SECRETARY CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Criminology
Why are you running? Because I believe I am the best
candidate.
What are your policies and how will you achieve
them? I aim to work closely with the societies at Lancaster
to ensure they recieve fair funding and epresentation. I intend to
continue the high level of college support offered to college JCR’s by
the Union, particular in Extra time. I will strive to combat student apathy and
will endeavour to create a system of electronic voting. I will work towards increasing the appeal
of the Purple card so the price is justiﬁed by the product. I want to work with the Union to
develop a poster code that suits the needs of our students’ and their opinions.
Greatest Asset? I have been here ﬁve years and have experience of the University.
Greatest Weakness? Getting out of bed.
Plans After Graduation? I want to be General Secretary.....

Plans After Graduation? I intend to go to Law School preferably to complete the BVC. I
wish practise in the legal profession specialising in social justice.

CHRIS COTTAM
EDUCATION AND WELFARE CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Geography BSc
Why are you running? I have seen the hard work that goes into
ensuring all students get the best out of our time here. I want to build
on this by being available to you and willing to listen and take action on
issues that are important to the student body whether they be on a local or
national scale. It is our Student Union so let’s help make it the best it can be.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? I want
to build on the work of my predecessors particularly in campaigns such as ‘Easy Tiger’ and Mental Health
Awareness. In addition, I want to further promote the ‘Lancaster Says No!!’ campaign as I strongly believe
in the right for a free and fair education for all. I want to hold the University accountable for its actions
in issues such as accommodation rent levels, teaching standards, access to facilities etc. I’m also a strong
believer in the collegiate system and aim to work closer with JCR’s to tackle the issues affecting students
creating more interactive and effective campaigns.
Greatest Asset? My ability to listen and take action on issues that are important to students.Also I can
diversify to take on new challenges all of which are required within the Education and Welfare Role.
Greatest weakness? I can get a little bit over passionate on issues particularly concerning Top
Up Fees or the re-development of college accommodation.
Plans After Graduation? I would like to do some voluntary work and then hopefully join
either the Probation Service or the Police Force.
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TOM LESLIE

WILL THACKER

SCAN EDITOR CANDIDATE

SCAN EDITOR CANDIDATE

Degree Course: Media and Cultural studies

Degree Course: English Literature with Creative Writing

Why are you running? To have the opportunity to
maintain a very good student newspaper and to add my own
ideas to it. I intend on having a career in journalism and see this
as the ideal place to start.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them?
Mainly to encourage all different demographics of our student body to
contribute to SCAN and to maintain its quality appearance and layout. I would
liaise as often as possible with all the society ﬁgureheads. I have had a lot of experience using Adobe
InDesign and would be conﬁdent of adding my own touches to the layout to give the ‘paper its own
unique feel. In terms of the actual content, I would not be afraid to publish anything controversial should
I feel it was in the interest of the student body. I have plenty of experience writing articles as I regularly
contributed to Furness College’s magazine ‘Babyfurst’ before and during my editorship there.
Greatest Asset? When I really apply myself I’d like to think I can come up with some good
creative ideas in terms of writing and presentation.
Greatest Weakness? I’m a bit too hairy for some people’s cleancut tastes.
Plans After Graduation? A career in journalism would be ideal, I’ve considered becoming a
teacher but have been warned off it by several people.

Why are you running? For two reasons. Firstly I’d love
the challenge of making SCAN readable for everyone. I think
it’s been great this year but certainly there are ways in which
it can be far more entertaining. Second is the selﬁsh reason. It’s
a big opportunity and a valuable way to spend the year.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? I
want much more people to write for SCAN. If we can recruit 50% more
people then the chances are the writing will be 50% better. We can do this in lots of ways
leaﬂeting, speaking to audiences and making advertisment’s more obvious. How can we justiﬁably
call ourselves ‘The Voice of Lancaster University Students’ if only a tiny minority of them are
represented? I also think we should modify the sports section to include greater emphasis on
national sport. Much of the format works as it is, but some sloppy grammar slips through the net
and the writing should be far more engaging.
Greatest Asset? I used to be the Editor of a satirical, Private Eye-esque Sixth Form magazine
and i’ve had experience writing for the Lancaster Guardian, the Muswell Hill Times in London and
of course SCAN. I’ve worked in every aspect of a newspaper before even as a paperboy.
Greatest Weakness? I can be an idiot sometimes. But don’t quote me on that.
Plans After Graduation? I’d like to write scripts with my friends, that’d be fun.

CHRISTIAN WAKEFORD

JOE BEECH

SCAN EDITOR CANDIDATE

SCAN EDITOR CANDIDATE

Degree Course: Politics

Degree Course: Film Studies + Philosophy

Why are you running? I’m running for SCAN editor as
I would like to add to the success that the Scan has enjoyed
under Ben’s editorialship. I believe that I have the necessary
qualities to achieve this. Throughout the time that I have spent
at Lancaster I have developed both my team working and project
management skills which I believe are essential in this position.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? Trying to have
more adequate coverage of inter-college sports; primarily full match results and upcoming ﬁxtures.Tied
in with this I would also like to investigate the possibility of College news included. I would like to have
a greater emphasis on the politics within the University that affects our students, so that they know
what is going on in their University. My main policy is to keep the emphasis of SCAN on the student
and I would hope to achieve that by maintaining regular contact with the student body.
Greatest Asset? My ability to work within a team. I believe that anybody who wants to get anywhere
in life has to be able to work within a team. I know it’s a cliche but there is no “I” in team.
Greatest Weakness? I suppose my greatest weakness is a fear of failure, hopefully this position
will allow me to overcome this weakness.
Plans After Graduation? I’d like to say a possible career in politics (hence the degree)
would await me after graduation.

CAT SMITH
WOMEN’S OFFICER CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Women’s Studies and Sociology
Why are you running? I’m re-running for Women’s Ofﬁcer
because I feel I still have a lot to offer the campaign and my
enthusiasm has increased yet further over the past year in ofﬁce. I
want to reform our women’s campaign making it more relevant to
you, helping you, the women students here at Lancaster, take control
of your campaign and having it represent all of us.
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? Re-elect
me & I will produce a Women’s Handbook with useful info & tips. I will create an advice pack for
ﬁnal year students on equality in the workplace. I will organise a Reclaim the Night demo and
event where women can come together and reclaim the night. I will continue self-defence classes,
women’s group & newsletter as well as a charity performance, campaign for you nationally lobbying
the government to introduce mandatory pay audits & I will support college women’s ofﬁcers and
the women’s group.
Greatest Asset? I deliver on promises; I promised self-defence classes, action on anonymous
marking and women’s bus to South West Campus, I delivered and have just reduced the price to
80p!
Greatest Weakness? This year I’ve caught myself working well beyond the nine-to-ﬁve
work day, so have to be careful to remember to have a social life!

Why are you running? Three reasons... 1.) I love Lancaster,
I’ve had a great three years here and I just want to do my best
to keep the students voice looking great every fortnight in your
crisp new copies of SCAN. 2.) with past experience in writing for
SCAN music and Virtual Lancaster and as chief events co-ordinator
of LULUMS I’ve been highly involved in the student body during my time
here and 3.) I don’t want to have to leave Lancaster!
What are your policies and how will you achieve them? In the past few years SCAN’s
come on leaps and bounds more than anything I want to maintain the high quality set before us
by the last few SCAN teams. My policies are to keep the balance between entertainment, pop
culture politics and sport to bring everyone the news they want to read! My tasks would be
keeping the paper looking beautiful giving a fair voice to the diverse collective of students here in
Lancaster and keeping SCAN the unmediated, vibrant and uncompromisingly independent voice of
the students giving each college the chance to represent themselves to the highest degree.
Greatest Asset? Honesty and humility. I feel like the students have the right to retain an independant voice.
Greatest Weakness? Alcohol: got landed in hospital after partying too much in freshers week
with an exploded pancreas, I’ve now been sober for 2 and a half years!
Plans After Graduation? Worcester...

LAURA McGHEE
WOMEN’S OFFICER CANDIDATE
Degree Course: Politics and Philosophy
Why are you running? I’m running for this position
because I am passionate about raising awareness of the
issues that affect women.
What are your policies and how will you achieve
them? I would like to set up a play scheme for half term holidays
for the children of student parents and increase access to the toy bank.
I would work closely with Ed & Welf to produce a sexual health booklet for students listing
advice numbers etc. Greater advertising of the services that are available to women. Maintain
support for the women’s bus and to carry on the high standard of representation for all
women on and around campus. I will work alongside the rest of the Union in campaigns that
are relevant to women.
Greatest Asset? I am a friendly approachable and a good listener and I will work hard for
women.
Greatest Weakness? I tend to be a little headstrong but I act from my heart.
Plans After Graduation? I don’t really know what career path I am going to follow. My
dream job is to present the news.
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VOTE R.O.N.

What position is R.O.N running for? Amazing as it may sound, R.O.N is running for all
six positions - President, General Secretary, Education & Welfare, SCAN Editor, Women’s
Ofﬁcer and A.U. President!
Who is R.O.N? While R.O.N is a candidate in these elections, R.O.N isn’t actually a
person. R.O.N stands for Re-Open Nominations. So whenever R.O.N wins an election,
no candidate is elected and nominations are re-opened so that more candidates or
different candidates can stand for election, to give voters a bigger or better choice.
Voting for R.O.N is your democratic right.

Why should I vote R.O.N? If you dislike all of the candidates running for a particular
position, disagree with all of their policies, or if you don’t feel that any of them would be
good enough for the job, vote R.O.N. If you don’t feel an election is sufﬁciently contested,
and you’d like to see more candidates standing, then vote R.O.N. It should be noted that
R.O.N has stood in every election...and won several!
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Klax-on Klax-off
ALBUM
KLAXONS: MYTHS OF THE NEAR FUTURE
CHRISTINE WILDE

W

hen
you
hear a band
described as
‘Psychedelic/Progressive/
Pop’ you know you’re
embarking on a musical
challenge,
which
is
certainly what you get
when the ﬁrst beats of
Klaxons
debut
album
‘Myths of the Near Future’
reaches your ears. Entirely
unconventional and with
an experimental style
which every would-be
punk/funk band secretly
craves, Klaxons pull you
feet ﬁrst into their sci-ﬁ
world of exciting sounds.
Although they have boldly crept
under the banner of ‘new rave’,
all images of the dodgy 90’s rave
scenes should be banished from

Beangrowers: I like You
Catherine Fearn
Eurovision 2006 Malta score 1
point. The Beangrowers sound
nothing like Eurovision but are
indeed Maltese. Quirky indieband fronted by a woman, unlike
The Gossip, this tune is actually
likeable as the title suggests. It’s
quite gritty in a kind of ‘my hair
looks shit but I don’t care’ kind
of way.

the mind as they take the original
inﬂuences of Kicks Like a Mule
and Grace, from whom they take
their cover ‘It’s Not Over Yet’,
and introduce something fresh
and new for next generation
ravers everywhere.
The album opens in a subdued
manner with ‘Two Receivers’,
however it is not long before they
raise the bar with ‘Atlantis to
Interzone’.This song does justice
to their reputation and name by
featuring a catchy combination
of irresistible beats and sounding
klaxons, creating a track that
deserves to be played loudly.
Their recent single, ‘Golden
Skans’ reveals their potential
for variation, exhibiting a quick
yet incredibly ﬂuid melody that
stands out from the rest of their
music, becoming one of several

outstanding tracks on the album.
Closely followed by ‘Magik’
and ‘Gravity’s Rainbow’, their
repetitive but catchy choruses
stick ﬁrmly in the head creating
an addictive album.
However, in some tracks the
repetitive lyrics get a bit wearing,
especially the monotonous, nonsensical phrase on ‘Totem on
a Timeline’: “At club 18.30 on
the Julius Caesar/ Lady Diana
or Mother Theresa”, which
drives the desire to reach for
the skip button. Some songs
also succumb to the tendency
to get bogged down in the
regular drum beat that is the
main driving force behind much
of the music, making you crave
for something beyond the cult
music undertones. With external
knowledge of song inspiration,

Conan and the Mockasins:
Sneaky Sneaky Dogfriend/
I Nude You
Ben Corr
Imagine The White Stripes weren’t
shit and had an upright bass
and you’d be close to Connan
and the Mockasins. This double
A- side single is laced with cool
traditional blues and some ball
clenching falsetto vocals that
work so well. One to watch out
for.

such as ‘Isle of Her’ roots in ‘The
Wicker Man’, songs move from
depressing and repetitive to
positively chilling, although the
lack of access of this knowledge
to casual listener undermines
part of the albums power and
charm.
However, the majority of their
songs paint separate visual
images, such as ‘Gravity’s
Rainbow’, where you can almost
imagine yourself ﬂying through
space in time to the lyrics,
“Come with me/Come with
me/We’ll travel to inﬁnity”. This
album is a deﬁnite investment if
you’re after something different
and, although it may have its
ﬂaws, it is still worth adding to
your collection.

Unklejam: Love Ya
Ben Corr
Cool funky 80’s disco pop with a
modern twist. Deﬁantly released
on the success of bands like *Hot
Chip*. On this offering I’m not
going to be rushing out to buy
the album although I can hear
potential in this song. It’s just
missing that certain something
to make it a hit.
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Inﬁnity and Beyond
ALBUM
FALL OUT BOY: INFINITY ON HIGH
KATE JOHNSON

A

s
the
self
proclaimed fan of
bands
changing
their sound every once
in a while, it seems I may
be wrong about it this
time. Fall Out Boy’s latest
offering just seems to have
ingredients that don’t
mix, leading to a bitter
end product that’s both
messy and disappointing.
Inﬁnity On High seems to
have brutally hung, drawn and
quartered the Fall Out Boy
formula. The R n’ B inﬂuenced
‘This Ain’t A Scene’ sits adjacent
to ‘I’m Like A Lawyer’, which
wouldn’t be foreign to any old
N’Sync album you have lying in
your closet. An introduction by
Jay-Z highlights the band’s speedy
catapult to stardom and is a
world away from small unknown
band the quintet were when
2005’s ‘From Under the Cork
Tree’ was released.
The mismatched melodies with
screamo voice-overs from bassist

A Rose Among The Thorns
TRACEY THORN: OUT OF THE WOODS
PENNY LAWTON

T

racey
Thorn,
better
known
for being half of
‘Everything But The Girl’
has timelessness to her
voice that means she can
still be enjoyed across
the generations. Without
wanting
to
compare
her to Dido, it is easy to
link the two vocally, but
stylistically she has the
edge and technical aid of

the likes of Imogen Heap.
‘Out Of The Woods’ has
the feel of mellow urban
London so don’t expect
this to be heard in your
local anytime soon, but
open your arms and
embrace the new.
‘It’s All True’, the upcoming single,
proves that the electro pop of
the 80s she once governed is still
ever present. It’s deﬁnite dance
ﬂoor chic and with Pete Tong

backing her corner, she could be
on to a winner. Some seriously
sexy saxophoning on ‘Get
Around To It’, which is the only
cover off the album, gets your
toe tapping and shows a perfect
example of how she raises and
lowers your mood so the music
doesn’t tire.
After ﬁve years of not singing a
note, she’s back and hopefully not
been typecast into a genre. Time
will tell whether we are ready

Kaiser Chiefs: Ruby
Joe Polechonski

The Aliens: Setting Sun
Vix Roberts

“Ruby, Ruby, Ruby, Ruby!” Expect
this catchy refrain to be ﬂoating
around your head for the next
few months as the Kaiser Chiefs
return to lead their assault on
world domination. Although it
seems average on initial listens,
it’s a real grower that’s starting
to sound like a classic already.
4.5 stars

This catchy single is reminiscent
of The Clash with a reggae
element mixed in. Most of The
Aliens other songs edge more
towards electronica, so if you get
the chance to check any of them
out, go for a mix, like ‘The Happy
Song’, ‘Only Waiting’ and ‘Ionas’.

for this retro techno movement,
but I can’t imagine this going big
in the mainstream.
The quirkiness of the music only
adds to her charm but means
that this is not entirely an easy
listening album. By encompassing
both dance and chilled moods
you can play this on Saturday
nights before a session and again
on Sunday to kick back to.

Damien Rice:
Tree
Penny Lawton

Rootless

The song deceivingly starts with
a gentle guitar line, but with
an overly zealous “Fuck you”
throughout, the chorus proves
that Damien Rice is capable of
feeling other emotions than
suicidal. This guy’s made a lot of
money out of making us all feel
like shit; lets not let his anger line
his pockets any further.

and annoying mouthpiece Pete
Wentz on ‘Carpal Tunnel of Love’
makes part of the album almost
cringe-worthy and the seemingly
forced ballad of ‘Golden’ makes
you want to vomit. If it wasn’t
for

the

crescendo-stacking

soulful vocals of Patrick Stump,
the album should really never be
played again.
There are some sparkles of the
promising band beneath all the
mess. The lyrics on ‘Thriller’ are
witty and almost self-critical
(“Make us poster boys in the
scene, but we are not making
our acceptance speech”) and the
toe-tappingly catchy ‘Thnks Fr Th
Mmrs’ is a particular delight. Yet
the fourth installment from the
kings of the scene shows growth
in all the wrong places. Perhaps
we should leave the new action
ﬁgures on the shelf – this doesn’t
quite take you To Inﬁnity and
Beyond.
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WILLY MASON: IF THE OCEAN GETS ROUGH
HANNAH CORNFORTH

T

hank goodness for
Willy Mason. The
man who brought
us the expectant, blissful
single ‘Oxygen’ in 2004:
“I wanna speak louder
than Ritalin/ For all the
children who think that
they’ve got a disease”, is
back with a new album of
hopeful, melodic guitar
tracks.
He’s certainly matured, sounding
deceptively older and husky for
his 21 years. His voice is gravelly,
commanding and quite frankly

sexy. His ﬁrst album, ‘Where The
Humans Eat’, came out when
he was just 19 and this album
only serves to reinforce how
immensely talented he is as a
songwriter.
Mason’s tone has dropped
in more ways than one. This
album, as the title suggests is
about difﬁcult times, and not
all optimistic guitar-strumming
sing-a-longs. ‘Save Myself’ is song
of deﬁance against the state of
America, “when the vultures
copyright the word free” and
is bitter at times: “when they

teach us lessons that they don’t
believe”; he tells stories of
difﬁcult family relationships (‘The
World That I Wanted’) and at
times seems quite disillusioned.
Hope is still there though, in
‘We Can Be Strong’ and in the
melodies themselves.
According to iTunes, Willy Mason
is ‘folk’ and MySpace classiﬁes
Mason as Rock/Blues/Country,
(a much better representation
of his sound). His parents are
folk singers too, but don’t let all
these labels put you off. Mason is
as accessible as Jack Johnson, only

with a more commanding voice.
I had trouble believing the
pictures on his MySpace site
were all the same person.
They paint quite a confusing
picture, his personas changing
dramatically in each one. As
my boyfriend pointed out, ‘he
doesn’t look American; he looks
like he’s from Cumbria.’ Make of
that what you will, but listen out
for Mason. Perhaps the mixed
image is deliberate. Reluctant
to be categorised by lazy music
critics, Mason forces the music
to speak for itself.

A Sudden Explosion
ALBUM
EXPLOSIONS IN THE SKY: ALL OF A SUDDEN I MISS EVERYONE
NICK RENSHAW

E

xplosions
in
the
sky
have
been
stalwarts of the
post-rock genre for half
a decade now. This is the
Texan quartet’s fourth
album proper and carries
on in the same vain as the
other three; as they say ‘if
it ain’t broke, don’t ﬁx it’.
Comparisons to Mogwai and
Sigur Ros are still relevant, but
Explosions’ brand of post-rock
has its own unique ﬂavour.
Fragile,
delicate
melodies
coalesce, building into great,
crashing, pounding segments, all
done without a vocal in sight.
This album is as good as anything
else they have done but is also
largely the same. Bar the odd
reversed-sound piano part or
slide guitar, most of the tracks
could have appeared on any
of their previous albums. ‘The
birth and death of the day’ starts

promisingly, suggesting a slightly
different direction with a gritty,
fuzzy intro but then quickly
returns to what they mastered
playing years ago. ‘Welcome
ghosts’ continues in the same
vein for the ﬁrst three minutes
before kicking into a distorted
drone-fest reminiscent of early
Spiritualized. ‘It’s natural to be
afraid’ is four minutes of haunting
guitar before turning round 180
degrees into a leaping, jolting
beast.
When they do try something a
little different Explosions’
show just how good they
can be, still possessing
the talent to write
extraordinary, beautiful
music. ‘What do you
go home to?’ with its
shimmering piano and
gliding guitar line is as
good a song as they have
written.
‘Catastrophe
and the cure’ is the

most immediate thing they have
done, vibrant and rich, sparkling
with energy. ‘So long, lonesome’
closes things off nicely with its
dulcet tones as soothing to the
ears as a huge mug of lemsip.
Nobody does epic, beautiful,
grandiose sound-scapes better
than Explosions in the Sky, it’s
infuriating that they didn’t push
the boat out a little further and
take a few more risks with this
album but the good bits are
good enough to make it worthy
of your attention.

Blood Lust
ALBUM
TYPE O NEGATIVE: DEAD AGAIN
METAL MARK

T

ype O are back, and
this time around
they’ve gone epic,
with most of the album’s
tracks around the 5 minute
mark, and a few around 10
minutes. As up-beat and
melancholic (don’t ask me
how it works, it just does)
as previous release ‘Life Is
Killing Me’ but on a whole
new level.

an amazingly hooky Goth-punk
chorus. Quintessential Type O.
With this new release the band
has deﬁnitely grown. Playing as
much on their Goth sound as
ever, with a greater emphasis on
song structure, and just as much
of those glorious breathy and
morose vocals from the giant
that is Peter Steele.

I can’t begin to describe to you
how good this record is, but I’ll
try. Imagine any one of Ozzy
Osbourne’s works and imagine
it stripped down to its purest
form. A record built on the
band’s already familiar sound
distilled with two parts pure
Goth to one part of the purest
rock n’ roll sensibility and you
have ‘Dead Again’.
‘Album opener’, the title track,
sounds like a doom laden Black
Sabbath which then breaks into

Union of Knives: Evil Has
Never
James Owen

LCD Soundsystem: North
American Scum
Ben Corr

‘Evil Has Never’ is two parts
electronic, one part rock and
completely forgettable. It is
pleasant but bland and only uses
three chords for the majority of the
song. Adding to the problems are
the treated vocals and meaningless
lyrics, which are hidden in the mix
so you won’t listen to the words
anyway!

James Murphy has done it once
again, the genius. A song you
can dance and sing along to all
night with a chorus that sticks in
your head for days. The North
American Scum are set to invade
the 2007 dance ﬂoor with their
sonic mayhem. All hail the mighty
DFA.

The Twang: Wide Awake
Charlotte Woolley
Inﬂuenced by The Stone Roses
and The Streets, The Twang is
tipped to be the next big thing.
Judging by this effort it looks like
they’ll live up to expectations.
The honest and unpretentious
lyrics and elegant tune had me
hooked immediately.

You’ll never be able to brand this
band; you’ll never back them into
a corner. They’ve been setting
the benchmark for all other
bands that want ‘that’ sound
for over a decade now and, god,
please don’t let it end. This is an
essential buy. A record laced
with the vitriol and quiet menace,
saturated with the abject distain
of the shit life has to offer.
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Parting The Red Sea

THE DECEMBRISTS
LIVE AT MANCHESTER ACADEMY 2
NICK RENSHAW

H

aving
risen
through
the
indie
ranks,
The Decemberists are
synonymous with eclectic,
eccentric,
but
always
brilliant folk-rock tunes.
Sea shanty type singalongs sit next to haunting
tales of war and death.
Before the sold out crowd
could welcome Colin Meloy
and co. on stage there was
a brief announcement
encouraging us all to
greet our fellow gig goers
and look after each other.
A pleasant surprise, but
I couldn’t image much
carnage
breaking
out
tonight.
When the band did take the
stage they ploughed into ‘The
Crane Wife 3’ and ‘The Island’,
the latter a three-part 11miniute
epic. If the idea of starting a set
with an 11 minute long song
sounds absurd, (don’t go to a
Mars Volta concert) don’t worry,
The Decemberists have enough

character and presence to pull
it off. From then on it was a
mixture of merriment, hi-jinx and
sadness (in a good way) as the
band played a handful of tracks
from new album ‘The Crane
Wife’, including ‘O Valencia!’ and
‘Yankee Bayonet’, alongside a
ﬂeet of old fan favourites such as
‘Billy Liar’ and ‘Engine Driver’.
The quieter songs in the set really
stood out, you could hear a pin
drop in the middle of ‘Shankill
Butchers’ as the audience stood
spellbound listening to a tale
of Ulster serial killers. ‘Eli, The
Barrow Boy’, complete with
hurdy gurdy, had the crowd in a
similar state.
During ‘16 Military Wives’, Meloy
decided to get all Moses on our
asses and part the crowd in two.
When a couple of jokers thought
it would be amusing to stand in
middle, Meloy, all steely eyed and
moody looking, refused to play
until they went to the back. He
then orchestrated the two sides
in a sing-off during the ‘la-di-da’
bit, culminating in a crescendo of
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GIG LISTINGS
28/02 Tokyo Police Club @ Manchester Night and Day
01/03 Simon Mastrantone + Woog Riots + The Container
Drivers @ Yorkshire House

‘la-di-da’s’ ringing out throughout
the venue. The band ﬁnished the
set with ‘Sons and Daughters’,
the whole room seemingly
singing along to the refrain ‘let
the bombs fade away’.
When the band returned for
the encore, Meloy did a quick
rendition of ‘Please, Please Let
Me Get What I Want’, because
“when you go to Manchester

you have to play a Smiths song”,
before ﬁnishing with ‘Culling of
the Fold’. Halfway through the
song Meloy grabbed a phone from
someone out of the audience,
rang a random number and
carried on with the tune, singing
into the mouthpiece. It was a
great way to ﬁnish a great gig and
proof that The Decemberists are
one of the most unique and vital
groups out there today.

02/03 Dartz + Otra Mano + How’s My Pop + The
Uncomfortables @ Yorkshire House
02/03 Stan Webb’s Chicken Shack @ Morecambe Dome
03/03 Y’r Impossible + Girls On Film + Ampersands @
Pendle Bar
03/03 Leaping Cat Live @ Blackpool Opera House
05/03 LULUMS Open Mic Night @ Fibber McGee’s
05/03 First Cut Music Awards @ Preston 53 Degrees
07/03 Journey @ Manchester Apollo
09/03 The Low Lows + It Hugs Back + Little Hero +
Dean Macaphee @ Yorkshire House
09/03 Dan Nightingale @ Preston 53 Degrees
09/03 The Holloways @ Liquid
10/03 Brontosaurus Chorus + TBC + Boo Boo Kiddy Func
@ Pendle Bar
10/03 Radio Nasty + Tin Soldiers + Ruby In The Dust @
Yorkshire House
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DVD
MOST HAUNTED, SERIES 7
ANDREW BAIN

F

or
those
who
haven’t
seen
Most
Haunted,
Living
TV’s
most
lucrative export, a brief
summary is necessary.
Each episode unfolds in
exactly the same fashion.
The crew arrives at a
location, generically a
castle or old house, and
the ‘medium’ steps in to
commune with the spirits,
supposedly
without
former knowledge of
the location, and always
miraculously
coming
up with details about
former inhabitants and
deaths.
After that the lights go out for
the good bit. The team splits up
and goes to perform ‘vigils’ in
order to observe paranormal
activity. Activity is observed
(or not), and everyone goes
home right after a short piece
of hammy faux-ghostly editing
has the presenter disappear.
Whether you believe in ghosts
or not Most Haunted has at
least some appeal. Mostly this
is in the form of the presenter,
Yvette Fielding, who seems the

least likely ghostly investigator
in existence. She is scared
of the dark, of any noises, of
practically anything. Yvette
functions as a kind of stooge
for fear, usually infecting
the rest of the crew with
hysterics.

is filmed on the Coronation
Street set and investigated by
cast members, but this has

only novelty value, and is not
especially worthy of another
watch.
As a series, Most

Haunted is comedy gold, but
when it is so readily available
on channels such as FTN, why

anyone would pay for the box
set is beyond me.

Her antics are hilarious
for the non-believer, and
potentially scary for the less
sceptical, meaning that the
issue of integrity in the show
and recent claims by a former
parapsychologist
on
the
show that the whole thing is
staged become irrelevant. It is
entertaining whether they’re
filming spooks pelting Yvette
with stones or whether it is
one of the crew. Watching her
face fill the screen, mouthing
‘shit, shit, shit’ as she legs it
down a corridor will never fail
to be funny.
As a DVD collection, Series
7 seems something of a
disappointment.
Only
6
episodes for the entire
series (although an ‘extra’
documentary per episode tries
to make up for this) and only
one episode has proper Yvettescaring antics. One episode

Home Fires Keep On Burning
HOME FIRES
AT THE DUKES, DIRECTED
CATHERINE FEARN

F

BY

irst night nerves
must have been
running high for
poet turned playwright
Lesley Anne Rose when
The Dukes theatre staged
the debut performance
of her play Home Fires

IAN HASTINGS

starring Eithne Browne
and Roberta Kerr. The
play is a nostalgic and
post-modern tale which
spans over 60 years of
Lancastrian
history,
following the lives of four
generations of maternally

related women.
Home Fires unfolds the ﬁctional
biography of Lily (Pip Chapman)
an usherette during World
War II who was left to bring
up her daughter Sally after her
husband was sent to ﬁght on
the frontline. Meanwhile, left at

home, Lily began a wartime diary
that recounts her life and loves
during March 1943. The pages
are unearthed in 2003 when,
following her death, Lily’s diary is
uncovered by her daughter Sally
(Eithne Browne), a liberal, peace
protesting ﬁfty-something.
The Dukes theatre itself makes
an appearance in the play, making
use of its real life alter-ego as
a cinema, with the charming
scenes between usherettes Lily
and Ella (Catherine Kinsella)
who swap comic books for
cinema tickets as they ﬂirt with
Canadian servicemen. With
an intimate cast comprising of
only six actors, all parts are
played with equal weighting
and integrity, however, Eithne
Browne’s performance as Sally
was moving, as she unwittingly
embarks on a journey of selfdiscovery.
Lighter moments in the play are
provided by the younger cast

members of Ella and Lucy (Alison
Holroyd), who despite belonging
to different generations are
similarly promiscuous, with
Ella at one point ‘smelling like
a toilet’ after she naively uses
disinfectant to clear up an S.T.D
she contracts from a service
man. Post-war nostalgia is also
played against the backdrop to
the emerging Iraqi War, with
plain-speaking Sally declaring
President Bush to be a tosser,
showing Home Fires to be a play
that boldly depicts the everyday
attitudes of ordinary people, be
it during World War II or 2003.
In a similar vein as Last of the
Summer Wine, the inclusion
of contemporary themes and
humour prevents this play from
becoming a nostalgic reverie but
as Lily puts on her ‘Evening in
Paris’ perfume to usherette at
the latest showing of Casablanca
this play will inevitably tug at the
heart strings of anybody who is
old enough to recall the actual

events it depicts.
The idea for Home Fires has
been in conception since 1998,
with Rose researching the script
rigorously and including archive
ﬁlm footage in moments between
scenes. But it is not only the
script that has been scrupulously
researched as the costume, low
lit sets, and chintzy decor that is
becoming ever more prevalent in
charity shops captures the spirit
of the 1940s.
The plot is driven by regional
references but stages national
events and personal experiences
that make it enduring. Lesley Anne
Rose has successfully written an
intelligent and witty script that
moves effortlessly between the
past and present. Does history
repeat itself? Hopefully so, if
such a talented and promising
playwright continues to produce
theatre like this.
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Lost In Translation

BABEL (15)
STARRING: BRAD PITT AND CATE BLANCHETT. DIRECTED
AT THE VUE CINEMA LANCASTER

A Barr

N

ext
week
it
will have been
twenty-six years
since
Colin
Welland
famously announced “the
British are coming!” at
the 1981 Oscars and while
that particular invading
cinematic army failed
to materialise, a ﬂailing
Hollywood
lacking
in
ideas will certainly hope
the Mexico tide sweeping
this years awards will fair
differently.
Alejandro González Iñárritu’s
Babel completes the recent
trilogy of acclaimed ﬁlms directed
by Mexicans, the others being
Del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth and
Cuaron’s Children of Men. Having
been a fan (along with everyone
else) of Pan’s Labyrinth and
Iñárritu’s debut smash Amores
Perros, I entered the screening
with high expectations.
Needless to say I was let down.
Iñárritu again chooses to use a
multi-layer ensemble cast to
play out his sprawling tale of
global alienation set in different
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corners of the world. In Mexico
a nanny working in America
takes her families children south
of the border for a wedding. In
Morocco a poor farming family
acquires a riﬂe to protect their
goats whilst an arguing American
couple travel through the
country on a bus and in Japan a
father struggles to communicate
with his daughter.

ALEJANDRO GONZÁLEZ IÑÁRRITU

is it takes an awfully long time to
say not very much.
The link between the stories
in Japan and the section in

Morocco, when it eventually
comes, is laughable. Perhaps the
most damning of all criticisms is
that when I went into the cinema
I had just eaten a pizza and when

I left I was hungry again. It’s that
long.
Babel is a bland piece of politically
and
emotionally
reductive

awards fodder nowhere near as
groundbreaking as it thinks it is.
My advice, watch Amores Perros
or Pan’s Labyrinth instead.

The part set in Japan is the
best of the four; the section in
Morocco is watchable if you
can accept Brad Pitt and Cate
Blanchett in serious acting mode,
though it is the Mexican storyline
that is the weakest of the three
failing to achieve the emotional
resonance it desperately seeks.
The difference in quality is
heightened by the frequent
cutting between the stories and
the result is a ﬁlm which fails to
gather any momentum to what is
obviously (judging by the twentyﬁve minute crescendo which
seems to last an eternity) meant
to be a powerful and affecting
ﬁnale.
The ﬁlm is beautifully shot and
the Moroccan vistas and the
Tokyo skyline look wonderful.
But the main problem with Babel

Too Hot To Handle
HOT FUZZ
STARRING: SIMON PEGG, NICK FROST, TIMOTHY DALTON, JIM BROADBENT
DIRECTED BY: EDGAR WRIGHT
Ian McLofaint
Legend

F

ormulaic Hollywood
blockbusters tend
to be fairly dire,
but the worst are those
where even the leads are
forced into the ﬁlm by
contractual
obligations.
Take Edward Norton in
the utterly unnecessary
remake to The Italian Job,
for example. We’ve had
enough movies written
by focus group data and
starring people with dollar
signs in their eyes, so the
creative team behind cult
sitcom SPACED bring us
a refreshing change with
Shaun of the Dead followup Hot Fuzz.
It doesn’t seem like they care
much what people are going
to make of their ﬁlm or the
characters within – They’ve

made a ﬁlm that they wanted to
see, with characters that they
were itching to play. Getting to
chase down a thieving chav with
Terminator-esque resolve or do
slow-mo John Woo-style leaps
through the air ﬁring handguns
clearly takes second place to
what the audience thinks. And
that, essentially, is why this ﬁlm
works so well.
The story of a superlative city
cop reassigned to the quietest
village in Britain, Hot Fuzz shares
two major things in common
with Shaun: an idea spawned by
throwaway moments in SPACED.
and a desire to put a British twist
on a uniquely American genre.
Back then, it was the zombie ﬁlm
– Now, it’s the buddy-cop action
ﬂick. Director Edgar Wright
pays tribute to the thriller style
without losing his distinctive ﬂair,
trading the threatening cityscapes
of traditional action ﬁlms for the
sleepy English countryside. The
script, co-written by Wright and

star Simon Pegg, doesn’t need to
work hard for the comedy as it’s
inherent to the concept: the beats
are all those of a typically corny
US blockbuster, but transplanted
into a completely inappropriate
yet inimitably British setting.
Rather than clumsily attack the
well-worn conventions of action
thrillers, Wright and Pegg subtly
exaggerate the lesser-observed
staples of the genre. They delight
in playing up the homoerotic
subtexts, the inability of anyone
but the hero to appreciate the
threat and the stark black and
white morality of the bad guys.
Of course, they can’t also resist
pokes at the gratuitous violence
as well...Words can’t describe
how funny it can be seeing an
OAP get their face kicked in. The
reason the ﬁlm rises above being
a forgettable comedy is that,
as with its predecessor, it also
functions as a credible addition
to the genre it satirises. While
the ﬁnale set-pieces lampoon

the staggering number of grunts
that the bad guy always manages
to throw at our heroes, it also
serves as an exhilarating thrillride (10p for the ‘Cliché Box’).
Pegg manages a surprisingly
credible job as an action hero,
while Nick Frost provides most
of the comic relief as his partner,
a lovable oaf whose love of
action movies provides handy
references for those audiences
who might otherwise miss the
numerous shot-for-shot homages
to genre standouts like Bad Boys
II. Once again, cameos abound
with a strong core cast of British
talent, but most of the supporting
players seem mediocre compared
to Timothy Dalton, chewing
up the scenery with relish as a
suspicious supermarket manager.
Ultimately, the passion that went
into making this ﬁlm is all up
there on the screen. And when
the cast appear to be having this
much fun, it’s impossible for the
audience not to.
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Hannibal Sinks
HANNIBAL RISING
STARRING: GASPARD ULLIEL, RHYS IFANS, KEVIN MCKIDD
DIREDCTED BY: PETER WEBBER

Jennifer Shelton

T

he
beauty
of
the ﬁlming and
the
choice
of
locations are just some of
the surprising elements
of Hannibal Rising that
give it something the
horror genre can’t quite
contain. Rather than
indulging in the shock
element or exploiting
the grotesque that we
already associate with
Hannibal Lector, this ﬁlm
provides a thoughtfully
made, uncompromising
prequel to Manhunter,
Red Dragon, Hannibal and
The Silence of the Lambs.
From
an
almost
silent
beginning, the reality of the
wartime chaos experienced
by 8-year-old Hannibal Lector
develops with credibility at a
steady, controlled pace. The
action is ruthless and alive to
expectations, intensifying as the
young Hannibal grows more
monstrous. Still, the horror in
this ﬁlm is a quiet, calculated
horror; made hypnotic by the
brooding poise of Gaspard

Ulliel, whose cruel mouth alone
gives him the right to the part.
The focus on mouths and eating
has been continually attended
to, with references ﬁltering
into the fringes of shots and
the details of the plot, heralding
the story to come.

AND

RICHARD BRAKE

which could have crippled the
deﬁnitely less comic tone of
this ﬁlm.

As with all monsters, they are
never born but made. Hannibal
Rising gives a successful account

The signiﬁcance of a back story
is that it can excuse the worst of
villains. The Star Wars prequels
managed to give a sweetness to
Darth Vader, and we refused to
believe that the small child in
the silly goggles could become
a manic lord of all evil.The same
cannot be said for Hannibal
Rising. Although the injustice
and horror experienced by the
boy is felt, his quest for revenge
as a young adult soon expels
any sympathy we might have
for him. His mentality of ‘a life
for a life’ loses proportion and
his revenge for the cannibalism
of his younger sister results in
more bloodshed than was ever
spilled by his captors.
Temporal jumps in the narrative
are a little abrupt, and it can be
a bit ﬂashback-heavy. With this,
the dialogue falls short at times;
but at least the casting of many
local actors avoids any comedy
eastern European accents

Dream On!
DREAM GIRLS (12A)
STARRING: BEYONCE KNOWLES, EDDIE MURPHY, JAMIE FOXX
DIREDTED BY: BILL CONDON
Beth Harper

I

t turns out that Dream
Girls is just over two
hours long; but they
were without doubt the
longest two hours of my
life.
It started off well. The story,
loosely based on The Supremes
features The Dreamettes who
immediately come out onto
the stage and wow the screen
audience as well as the cinema’s.
They were fronted by American
Idol runner-up, Jennifer Hudson
who played Efﬁe. She was
outstanding and completely
stole the show from the rather
irritating Beyonce Knowles. Am
I being biased? Halfway through
the ﬁlm Beyonce becomes the
front-woman and they all sing
some incredibly annoying power
ballad about being family. The
ﬁlm subsequently takes a nose
dive. Biased? I think not.

Dream Girls is a musical, but even
the fans of such cheese as the
High School Musical and the like
will ﬁnd it hard not to cringe and
in fact actually burst out laughing
as they explode into song every
ﬁve minutes.
The worst part is when Hudson’s
amazing voice goes so overboard
that you end up begging the
screen to stop! I’m all for a nice
warble now and then but after
hearing a woman scream in tune
for the thirtieth time, it gets a
little tedious.
Eddie Murphy and Jamie Foxx are
brilliant with Foxx playing the
nasty manager. In fact the acting
throughout was excellent, it was
just the ‘plot’ and the fact that
each song lasted ten minutes.
That ruined this ﬁlm. Dream
Girls is two hours of forgettable
power ballads.You’d be better off
buying the soundtrack; at least
you can then skip the tracks.
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DANNY GLOVER

of the creation of the legend,
the importance of forgiveness,
and the effects of revenge

working on a brilliant but bitter
mind.
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Inter-College Netball League Shrimps have Fun In The Forest

T

o say that the inter college
netball league has been boring
this year would be a gross
understatement. Problems plagued the
league before a single game was played.
A lack of umpires meant that the league
was only started on during Week 3 this
term, when usually it would have begun
around Week 4 of Michaelmas. But now
the league is in full swing there have
certainly been some very interesting
things happening so far this year.
Current league leaders Fylde have perhaps had
more of a rollercoaster ride than other colleges.
Having lost every friendly they played prior to the
start of the season it may have appeared that the
relatively new fresher team would have proved an
easy opponent for many teams. How wrong this
could have been from the truth. Having won 4 out
of 4 of their league games they seem set to carry
on dominating the league. However, as I mentioned
things haven’t been easy at the top. Late in Week 5
Fylde had to face a disciplinary hearing following a
dirty game (for both sides) against Grizedale. But
no action was taken following the hearing due to
lack of supporting evidence regarding Grizedale’s
claims, and both teams were reminded of the
importance of fair play.
Last Tuesday Fylde pulled three points ahead of
second place Furness by beating County 29-21, but
with Furness’s game in hand; everything is still to
play for. The league isn’t won yet! Furness is still in
contention to win the league, and have taken their
opposition by storm and have yet to lose a single
game. With their safe tactical plays they appear at

the moment not to be a force to be reckoned with,
and aren’t going to make it easy for any college to
succeed against them. However, like Fylde they need
to carry on winning if they want to win the league
this year. If you ask me, as it stands the league could
very well come down to what should be an exciting
game between these two colleges in Week 6.
As for County, who until last week were sat in
second place, Tuesday’s loss against Fylde has
knocked them out of the running unless both
Furness and Fylde come undone in their remaining
games. But with safe wins over Bowland and Pendle,
County have proved that they are a team who
mean business this year and should be heartened
by this.
Elsewhere, both Pendle and Cartmel sit at the
bottom of the league having failed to win a single
game before their clash against each other last week.
Both teams seem to have been easy adversary for
their opponents, with the likes of Bowland beating
Cartmel 31-7, and Grizedale beating Pendle 18-9.
Unless both teams can pull something incredibly
special out of the hat it appears that they may be
set to remain at the bottom for the remainder of
the season.
Despite Fylde being at the top of the league I am
expecting Furness not giving them an inch of room
in which to slip up. But a loss for either team will
open the league up to the likes of County and
Bowland who have both only suffered one defeat
each so far.This season it is going to come down to
the wire, and it seems no one is going to give up on
their hopes just yet.

Ian Waterhouse
Sports Editor

M

orecambe recorded their tenth
away league victory of the
season with a 3-1 victory over
Forest Green at The New Lawn. The
star of the show was Garry Thompson,
who set up the ﬁrst two goals and netted
a superb third in the come-from-behind
victory.
On a pitch made barely playable by the existence
of standing water along one touchline, it was
the home side who started the brighter. They
dominated the opening period and it was no
surprise when they took the lead, although the
manner in which it came was far from expected.
Left-back Alex Lawless picked up the ball just
inside the Morecambe half and launched a long
punt forward which was misjudged by Shrimps’
keeper Steven Drench as the ball skidded off the
wet surface and over his head into the net.

danger as his inswinging free-kick cannoned off
the inside of a post and away to safety. However,
it was not all one-way trafﬁc and as the game
entered its closing stages home substitute Daniel
Carey-Bertram – sporting tights under his shorts
– hit the crossbar with a strike from the edge of
the penalty area.
The game was ﬁnally made safe with just two
minutes remaining as Thompson hit a magniﬁcent
curling shot from 25 yards, which nestled into
the bottom corner of the net and gave the
‘keeper no chance. The result – particularly
sweet as Forest Green are managed by former
Morecambe boss Jim Harvey and ﬁelded three
former Shrimps players – moves Morecambe
back onto the fringes of the play-off race.
Morecambe: Drench; Yates, Adams, Meadowcroft,
Howard; Thompson, Stanley, Sorvel, Curtis; Lloyd,
Carlton. Goals: Lloyd 23, Carlton 36, Thompson
87.

Morecambe’s ﬁrst opportunity came at the
midpoint of the ﬁrst half, and immediately
resulted in the equalising goal. Garry Thompson
broke down the right and the home goalkeeper
could only palm his cross straight to Paul Lloyd,
who coolly converted from eight yards. Better
was to follow before the interval, with Thompson
again the provider for Danny Carlton to nod in
from close range.
After the restart it was the away side who came
closest, with Thompson again providing the main

Photo courtesy of David Waterhouse (Ian’s dad)
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SCAN SPORT DOES.... CHEERLEADING
was Paul, who enlightened me with the knowledge
that cheerleading had made him more tired than
weekends away with the Territorial Army. Sufﬁce to
say, this failed to settle my nerves any further.

Eventually, after many minutes of posturing and waiting
around, it was time for me to get involved. The ﬁrst
exercise (see step 1, left) involved helping the girls
to warm up by performing leg stretches and holding
them tense. At the time I did not think that this was
an easy task, with hindsight it was a piece of cake.

Step 1: Pe r

v in g

Ian Waterhouse

T

o be honest, I was quite nervous
about this. I could scarcely have
been more nervous had I walked
into a barber’s shop and asked for a
“Britney”. Upon arriving in the George
Fox foyer at the appointed 7pm meeting
time, women’s coach Maddy Taylor
sought to allay my nerves by telling me
of what lay ahead.
From the use of the word “women’s” above, those
of you who did not realise in advance will now
know that there are male cheerleaders as well.
The ﬁrst person I encountered upon my entrance

From this point the difﬁculty was ramped up a
level, in fact a number of levels. I should point out
that cheerleading is not all waving pom-poms and
shouting “L-A-N-C-A-S-T-E-R” at full volume. The
Cheerleading Society is in fact made up of three
groups and I had the misfortune to be training with
the Cheer Squad, who described their part in the
shenanigans as “cheer, stunt, dance and jumps”. And
I was about to take part in the second of these.
The ﬁrst role I was to take on was that of front
spotting for a Ground-up Liberty, or a “Lib” as it
was being termed. This role seemed to involve
supporting the wrists of those to my left and right
whilst they lifted the girl in the middle by her feet
in a standing position. The ﬁrst few tries were
somewhat less than successful, but eventually I had
taken part in a successful cheerleading stunt, and
there was a slight sense of achievement.
From this we moved on to a double base (see step 2,
right). I initially began in the back spot position, where
my job was to ensure that the person being lifted
– termed somewhat-worryingly the “ﬂyer” – would

29

not fall backwards and potentially suffer serious injury.
From this point onwards my ambition for the evening
changed: instead of attempting to have fun, I would
merely attempt to avoid serious injury to myself, or
– more importantly – to anyone else.
Suddenly it looked like I would have trouble achieving
this ambition, as I was to become the ﬂyer. Having
been assured by men’s coach Arthur Mellule that this
was actually a perfectly simple role to ﬁll, and that all
I had to do was to jump onto the hands of the bases
and they would lift me up, we got underway. Totally
forgetting the other words of advice of “don’t look
down and straighten your legs”, I looked down and
saw that my legs were not straight. Posturing and
frantic shouting later, I achieved step 3 and received
a lovely, impromptu round of applause.

Step 2: M ore Pe rv

in g

This was unquestionably the highlight for me,
although the feeling of being stood up so far off the
ground made me feel a pang of sympathy for Peter
Crouch. From this point onwards, I was totally
rubbish at the bit of dancing that I was forced to do,
but eventually got a girl to ﬂip over my arm following
admirable perseverance from my partner.
In the end I was honestly glad when it was all over
and the goal of no injuries had been achieved.
However, I must say thanks to all of those who
showed extreme amounts of patience with a
bungling SCAN Sports Editor, apart from the evil
girls who were trying to make me do the splits at
the end. If you want to see the Cheerleading Squad
in action, they are performing at the Carleton next
Wednesday (7th March).

Step 3: Su cc es s!

Photos by Tony Barron
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THE BIG DEBATE: SHOULD FOOTBALLERS ONLY BE ALLOWED TO PLAY
FOR THE COUNTRY THEY WERE BORN IN?
SHOULD THEY ONLY COMPETE FOR THEIR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN? YES
Samantha Walsh

I

t must be a question that enters
the mind of any sportsperson when
considering the opportunity to
play at an international level in their
chosen ﬁeld. Should they compete for
their country of origin or, due to their
family’s background, a different country
to which they feel an allegiance? Should
a player compete only for the country
they were born in? My view is quite
simply, yes. Could a player ever have the
same national pride and loyalty to their
team if it was not that of the country of
their birth?
Patriotism is an important
issue. Even those who are
English, but have little interest
in sport itself, come out
in their thousands
to support the
English football
team out of a
sense of pride
and belief in
their nation.
All supporters
feel the same
pride no matter
how
successful
their team is on
the world stage
and this should be
the same for those

who compete. Patriotism is clearly deﬁned as “the
defence of one’s country” and “national loyalty”,
showing that the thought of playing for an opposing
nation should be beyond suggestion. Ronaldo must
take great pride in competing for Brazil at the highest
level. However, I am sure that Ryan Giggs feels just
as much passion and honour when representing
Wales, despite their somewhat lower ranking in
the international football hierarchy. In effect, all
sportsmen or women have a role to honour in
representing their country of origin, be it as part
of a highly successful team with many international
trophies to their name or otherwise. It should be
an honour, a privilege and a responsibility nobody
should forsake.
Having parents or grandparents of a different origin
could be useful if a player is not talented enough
to play for the team of their nation. However,
alternatively if the player was talented enough to
play for a superior team, which happened to be that
of their parent’s origin, what would their choice
be? The latter option would surely enhance their
proﬁle greatly?
A greater level of hard work and determination
due to honour and pride also needs to be
considered. Take for example the clash between
the Manchester United stars Wayne Rooney and
Cristiano Ronaldo during the World Cup quarter
ﬁnals – a demonstration of sheer passion on
the international stage, despite being friends and
teammates. Therefore the only way for the true
grit, determination and pride of a sportsperson to
become apparent is by playing for their country,
doing their duty and fulﬁlling their responsibility of
honouring the nation in which they were born.

NO: YOU CAN PLAY FOR ANOTHER NATION OF YOUR HERITAGE
Gav Smillie

P

ulling on the shirt of your
country is one of the greatest
honours to be bestowed upon
a professional sportsman. But should
you only be allowed to represent the
country of your birth? I personally feel
that your country is the one in which
you have the greatest pride in. At the
present moment a sportsman is able to
represent the country in which they,
their parents or their grandparents
were born. Getting citizenship is
another can of worms, which I won’t
go into.
If you have lived in a country for over a certain
period of time do you not feel like you are a
part of that country? At the end of my time in
South Africa on my gap year, I was told that I had
adapted and appeared to be South African. And
to be honest I very much felt like that, proud to
have been in the country for a year, and ardently
supporting them in the Cricket World Cup.
The world is a diverse place and we live in a
multicultural society.Why segregate? Just because
you were not born in a particular county does
not mean patriotism is not possible. If you could
only play for the country in which you were born
cricketing hero Kevin Pietersen would be playing
for South Africa. He plays for England because
his mother is English. Does this make him less
English? In my opinion, no, and he is arguably one
of the most passionate players on the cricket

pitch.
I, amongst others, am not convinced with the
current state of the England football team.
Goalkeeper Paul Robinson looks decidedly dodgy
on crosses, and backpasses! And who is coming
through as cover? David James isn’t a spring
chicken anymore...however, two goalkeepers
spring to my mind, and have voiced their desire
be play for England, but for the aforementioned
citizenship problems. Carlo Cudicini at Chelsea
is a very solid goalkeeper, and Manuel Almunia
at Arsenal is improving at a rate of knots and
already has Champions League Final and Carling
Cup Final experience.
I have to admit I do ﬁnd what
Russia does with its tennis
players is slightly odd, sending
them to the United
States so young.
Does that make
them American
rather
than
Russian?
Some men and
women will take
advantage
to
play for a higher
ranked nation with
a greater chance of
glory in World Cups and
tournaments. However, I
believe that you should be able
to represent the nation that
you love that you are patriotic
towards.
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The BUSA League

L

ancaster University’s football
teams have all had a strong
season this year.
The Men’s 1st team ﬁnished second in a tough
Northern Conference and Neil Morgan, ﬁrst
team captain said: “This season has been a
major success for the football club. After gaining
promotion to a higher league last season we
knew that it would be tough.
“However, some excellent performances earned
us second place in the league and entry to the
knockout competition. The lads have shown
some true spirit and we were unlucky to not win
the league and gain promotion for the second
consecutive season. When we win Roses this will
top the season off!”
The 1sts were unlucky to lose out 1-2 to UCLan
in the Lancashire Cup last month but come
Roses, it seems, that they’ll be ready.
The Lancaster Men’s 2nds also faced a hard
season, but came out of it fourth due to a
fortuitous goal difference. Having beaten UCLan

in the Lancashire Cup, they will be hoping to
build on this season’s progress in May.

John Moores after a grueling season.

a series of scrappy victories and some defeats
including a 5-1 defeat in Lancashire Cup to

Unlike most Universities who sport a number of
football teams, Lancaster only has two full-time
sides due to the range of footballing opportunities
on campus including intercollege and six-a-side.
However at Roses a men’s 3rd ‘College All-Star’
team is put together. Lancaster’s Women also had
a good season ﬁnishing runners up to Liverpool

Women’s captain, Catherine McCartan said:
“Lancaster University Women’s Football Club
ended last season as League Champions but with
a massively depleted squad. So Fresher’s Week
was all about recruitment and we were lucky
to get a good batch of players in. The season
began well with a resounding 7-2 victory away
at Liverpool Hope, but after that there were
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UCLAN. That was the catalyst though for the
team to ﬁnally click together and produce some
great performances, culminating in beating the
league Winners 3-0 to allow us to qualify for the
national competition, where Strathclyde await us
in Glasgow.”
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The BUSA League
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ancaster’s three Netball teams all
had good seasons this year with
the highlight being the 2nds who
ﬁnished runner-up in their league, only
to be denied top spot by two points.
Kendra Green ﬁrst team captain said: “The season
so far for the netball club has again been successful.
In terms of BUSA, all three teams performed well,
narrowly missing out on knockout stages.
“Lancashire Cup has been another highlight, with
1sts and 2nds winning and 3rds unlucky to lose.
The main focus now is training for Roses; we’re
determined to build on last year’s success and
guarantee Lancaster Netball return from York

victorious.” Lancaster University’s Netball Club
continues to be one of the AU’s highest performing

clubs, with both the 1st and 2nd teams ending
the season unfortunate to miss out on the BUSA

National Knock Outs. Roses should prove to be a
ﬁtting conclusion to their season.
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The BUSA League
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ancaster
University’s
Hockey
Clubs carreied on from where
they left off last season with good
performances across the board. The
Men’s 1sts and 3rds may be disappointed
to have been close to the bottom of
their respective BUSA leagues but the
Women’s 1sts and 2nds and the Men’s
2nds all ﬁnished top so it turned out to
be a fantastic season for LUHC.

season. Despite this we achieved our aim of
staying in the league. We have a good set-up in
the 1sts for future generations of LUMHC.”
Will Veitch, Men’s 2nd team captain, told us:
“What started off looking like an easy season
turned into a battle culminating with a fantastic 44 draw at Man Met and the league championship.
We are already out of the Plate, our trip to
Abertay resulting in a dissappointing 6-0 loss, but
I’m sure every one of us is looking forward to
Roses immensely.”

the third team pride. It has been a hard league
and the boys have done themselves proud. The
highlight of the season had to be beating the
2nds in a clash of the titans. Third team pride.
Bring on Roses. Boom Time.”
Women’s 1st team captain Lois Nightingale
told SCAN “I’m so proud of the team. Winning
the league and then thumping Cambridge 6-1
is amazing. I’m sure we’ll have a good run in the
national competition.

kept our heads up and worked on tactical gameplay,
winning every game and ﬁnishing the league with
a massive plus 44 goal difference. Drawing 0-0
with UCLan 2nds at Lancashire Cup gave us good
practice for our playoff with Liverpool 2nds but on
teh day we lost out which was disappointing but we
had a great season anyway.”

Men’s 3rd team captain Edward Baggins said:
“This season has seen a brilliant effort from

The 2nds also won their division and captain Jilly
McCarthy said:“We took each game as it came.The
novelty of winning could have dispirited us but we

Finally, 3rd team captain Frances Fﬁtch said: “We’ve
had a brilliant season with some fantastic goals
from Cassie Barrett, Gemma Wiles and a lot of
hard work which eventually paid off for Amanda
Bailey. Third team pride is the strongest it has been
for a very long time. Do it for the Flange!”
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Fist team captain James Jamal-Lloyd said: “This
year we’ve had a young and slightly inexperienced
team due to several key players leaving last

scan.lusu.co.uk/sport

SCAN SPORT
justiﬁed, as the stream of aspiring team members
was nothing short of amazing.
In the BUSA National Shield Lancaster University
Men’s 1sts played Nottingham University 3rds.
The last time these sides met at this stage of
the competition last year Nottingham knocked
Lancaster out so the lads were out to exact some
revenge.
The no.1 doubles match was won 8-6. It was a close
game but we pulled through eventually. In the no.2
doubles match Richard Hamilton and David Vance
also won 8-6 in a similarly close match.
In the singles, Richard Hamilton playing at no.4 and
breezed through his game 6-0 6-1 producing some
solid and effective tennis. Next to ﬁnish was David
Vance playing at no.2 who played some of his best
tennis of the year winning 6-1 6-1. Jonathan Mills
was playing at no.3 and won 7-5 5-0 retired. After a
close 1st set Mills took control and was dominating
the 2nd set until at 5-0 his opponent pulled out with
blisters on his hands. Tom Osborne was playing at
no.1 and usual ﬁnished last in a marathon match
eventually coming out a 4-6 6-4 6-3 winner.

Jonathan Mills

T

he 2006-2007 has proven to
be a hugely productive season
for
Lancaster
University’s
representative Tennis Teams. All 3 of

By Dave Greenshields
Athletic Union President

T

he 2006-2007 season proved to
be a highly successful one for
Lancaster’s Volleyball teams.
The women’s team were victorious in
their BUSA national league and the Men
successfully gained entry into the BUSA
knockout rounds.
After the completion of the standard league season
on the 7th February both teams progressed to the
knockouts. Last week both teams were again in the

Photos by Sean Edwards

our teams, Mens 1st, 2nd and Womens,
reached the Knock-Out phase of the
BUSA Competitions.
The start of the new academic year brought along
with it lots of optimism generated by the aroma
of an inﬂux of fresh talent ﬂoating in the air. Time
would come to show that this optimism was

ascendancy, winning their respective ﬁxtures again
Dundee (men) and Aston University 3-1. This has
taken the teams into the Quarter Finals of their
respective tournaments, with the Women’s Team
facing Birmingham University 1st’s this Wednesday
away from home. If you want to experience the,
and as a relatively new spectator to this sport I
must admit I was surprised by this, incredibly
entertaining spectacle that is competitive Volleyball
the Men’s Team will be facing the Men’s 1st team
from MMU Cheshire this Wednesday in the Sports
Hall. The match will commence at 5.30pm and I
can’t encourage you strongly enough to get down
and cheer on our lads.

Lancaster’s Men’s 2nds are yet to compete in their
own Knockout against York University 1sts having
completed the season with a comfortable 5-1
record. At this point in the year we are engulfed in
preparation for the knockout semiﬁnals on March
7, against who else but eternal rivals York. We shall
do everything within our ability to give them a jolt
which may serve as an excessively spicy entree for
the bowel bending curry which we hope to have

28th February 2007

31

them digest later this year. If it does not work out
then we will know we tried (or that our curry was
not spicy enough).
Whatever the case, we will look upon this season
as one which brought immense rewards for the
entire team, through their selﬂessness, cooperation
and dedication. We shall hope that this year’s
achievements may be dwarfed by better years
to come. Dave Greenshields, AU President, has
been suitably impressed saying, “Considering the
facilities available on campus for Tennis and the high
competitive level of the Tier’s all of our teams have
been involved in, Tennis have had a superb season.
I just hope they provide the icing on the cake at
Roses.”
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It is, at this point, key to note that Volleyball is
anything but a key sport in the national psyche of our
fair isles.This only serves to make the achievements
of our Volleyball club more impressive. Both the
men’s and women’s side show a cosmopolitan
mixture of international and national students,
embodying the varied population of this campus. It
does, however, often leave the teams awaiting the
September intake with baited breath in the hope of
attracting international students for key positions
within their sides.
Thankfully our international compatriots have well
and truly come through for our teams this year,
as the successful season has shown. Stefan Bauer,
our Men’s Captain, had this to say on the topic:
“Lancaster University Volleyball Men’s team has
gone from strength to strength this season. Despite
beginning the year with only four players from last
year’s squad, numerous injuries and changes in
Exec positions, the team has faught hard and played
well. The team has developed from a promising
squad showing individual potential to a tight unit
with explosive coordinated teamwork. Finishing
second in our league, we now look forward to the
Knockout competition with high hopes to progress
to the later stages.”
Athletic Union President Dave Greenshields has
watched the Volleyball Club going from strength to
strength throughout the year. He said, “Having had
an excellent season in the year previous it is superb
to see the Club continue to grow.This season both
teams have excelled above and beyond expectation
and I can’t describe how proud I was to watch our
Ladies team rip through Aston last Wednesday.
I only hope that, as you read this, both of our
teams have progressed to the Semi Finals of their
respective competitions and continue on the path
to gain the recognition they truly deserve.”
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THE VOICE OF LANCASTER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

LIVING THE DREAM
Ben Bailey
Editor

I

n the hockey national knockout
competition, Lancaster Women’s 1st
team annihilated a Cambridge 2nd
side with tumultuous ease. In a seven
goal thriller Lancaster comfortably
romped to victory 6-1 over their elitist
counterparts.
The ﬁrst goal came from Cat Vose and was
converted from a short corner inside the ﬁrst ﬁve
minutes after Lancaster had pressed their home
advantage straight from the off. Cambridge were
visibly rocked and conceded soon after a defence
splitting pass was majestically ﬂicked into the ‘D’
leaving Ilke Kreiger the chance to ﬁnish off a ﬁrst
time sweeping effort. 2-0 to Lancaster and the
home team were on their way.

Quick crossword no. 11,348
1

The game then began to open up. Cambridge
pressed for an equaliser but in their haste to push
forward they were left short at the back allowing
Lancaster to score a third after 25 minutes. Again
the ball came from deep as Lancaster cruised up the
ﬁeld and Fran ‘tastic’ O’Neil roofed the ball passed
the ﬂailing Cambridge keeper to put Lancaster
three goals to the good without reply.
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To their credit Cambridge battled on, trying to
salvage a goal before the half-time whistle but their
efforts were once again nulliﬁed by the sturdy
Lancaster defence who span the ball out wide and,
turning defence into attack, found Sally Ware in acres
of space on the wing.Ware dribbled conﬁdently into
the ‘D’ and slotted home from close range to make
the score 4-0 to Lancaster at half time.
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In the second half Cambridge came out ﬁghting and
netted their ﬁrst goal of the match ﬁve minutes
after the restart. Lancaster were caught in a muddle
and Cambridge bundled home a deﬂected shot to
give them some hope. Said hope was vanquished
on the hour as Lancaster once again proved too
strong in the centre of the pitch. One passer by
said that the home team were certainly “dishing
out the skinings” as Ilke Kreiger danced her way
through the Cambridge defence, and after a neat
one-two she slotted home her second to make the
score 5-1 and effectively, game over.
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Five minutes later and the German star had
completed the hat-trick with an audacious reverse
stick into the corner as she left the Cambridge
keeper, and team, dumbfounded and overwhelmed,
sending the goalie the wrong way.
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Sponsored by

The ﬁnal whistle blew and Lancaster celebrated
a fantastic win. After the match captain Lois
Nightingale said: “It was an awesome performance
by the girls. We played like a team and it was the
best performance of the season. Bring on the next
game, and a big thank you to all our supporters
who came down and cheered for us. 100% Boom
Time.”
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Secure (4)
Point of union (8)
Racing toboggan (4)
Maker of women's hats (8)
Native tongue — dialect
(10)
14 Bike for two (6)
15 Separate (6)
17 Boisterous — wander
aimlessly (10;5,5)
20 Mackintosh (8)
21 Netting (4)
22 Ornament worn on arm or
wrist (8)
23 Make sound of cock — bird
(4)
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12 One
causingSign
deliberate
Acrosskindly provided by Guardian
Crossword
Unlimited.
up to more
destruction (8)
13 Programme in which host
talks informally to guests

1 Secure (4)
crosswords
from Guardian Unlimited at guardian.co.uk/crossword
3 Point of union (8)

Drool (8)
Small statue (8)
Being the only example (6)
Security against loan (10)
Island of Inner Hebrides
(4)
7 Standard (4)
10 A celebrant (anag) — place
of worship (10)
1
2
4
5
6

12 One causing deliberate
destruction (8)
13 Programme in which host
talks informally to guests
(4,4)
16 Note an eighth above or
below another (6)
18 Crustacean (4)
19 City with leaning tower
(4)
Want more? Access over 4,000 archive puzzles
at guardian.co.uk/crossword.
Stuck? Then call our solutions line on 09068
338 248. Calls cost 60p per minute all times.
Service supplied by ATS.
To buy the new book of Quick Crosswords vol. 4
for £6.99 incl. p&p, call 0870 836 0749
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